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Third parties and Democracy
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Opinion
News
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Rape charge against Darryl Wright dropped

____

._~M!Gi;:,Oulofdoors

An expedition into the Sawtooths

____

.m.rw~~ill:r::z:;;;;::;c:.Hootenonny

Praying Mantis opens well

, Sports
Will Broncos show up for Homecoming?

WHY
WILL

PRESIDENTIAL
ELECTIONS
NEVER
LEAVE AMERICA
IN

HEALTHY

SHAPE.

Ya, right. Two words come to mind: S.S.
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right back and I'lltella tale of a fateful trip. To
make a long story short, seven people spent a really long time on a desert island because of a guy
. I bi ddy" named Gilligan. Every time they came close to
Telling it how it is, "Litt e U
getting rescued Gilligan would do something to
botch the rescue. Trust me, this place is full of
If BSU could be compared to a ship, then this
Gilligans. I don't know anyone who would want 10
year's issues would center around icebergs rapidly
spend a three hour tour with them, let alone think
moving in our direction. The question is, what are
about them when deciding how to vote.
the people on the ship going to do about it?
The final approach is to become proactive.
They could move to the back and hope nothing
BSU,in case you haven'tnoticed,
is not a pleasure
happens. Sitting on the aft, they can spend their
cruise and those who act las though it were are
days slurping up tropical drinks, enjoying the
usuall~ not around ~or very long. People who run
view, and ignoring the fact that the icebergs are
" t~ the fore of the ship to watch ~or trouble usually
getting perilously close. This is most like the apa- ,flOd themselves well ~.repared for the !ong ru~ ..
thetic altitude many students tend to adopt. It's
Th.ese people ten~ to f.lOdt~emselves 10 a POSItion
easier, I'll admit, to just kick back and enjoy the,
to influence the direction of our boat.
ride, but notice how' students who take this view
The problem with this approach: it tends to gentend to bitch the loudest when ship slams into icecrate more work. To become informed or speak
bergs and water begins to pour over its sides.
out against an issue takes time, effort and initiaThese passengers could be seen providing their
tivc, Passengers and sailors who take these posibest impressions of chickens with their heads cuttions sometimes find themselves overwhelmed,
off. They'll run to every corner of ship, shouting
and find their only alternative is to jump ship. Or
questions like "Whore's the captain?" "What will
they could slip to the aft and have a whole bunch
we do?" "Grade averaging, what's that?" "What
of tropical drinks, and hope to slip into a coma
do you mean they've cut the funding for my probefore the whole thing sinks.
gram?" While this retroactive approach makes for
There's a bit ofT-shirt philosophy that reads
a lot of excitement, and a great movie starring Bill
"Lead, follow, or get out of the way." Well, too
Paxton, it gets annoying when it happens all the
many folks feel content to simply get out of the
time.
way. If BSU were a ship, then people would have
A second option for those riding on this great
to put forth a lot more cffort to kccp it running
BSU ocean liner, is to do what is best for the ship.
smoothly. Everyone would function as a crew
Folks could put their own feelings aside and determember, and Gilligans would be heaved over the
mine what's best for everybody, even those annoyside. BSU, however, isn't a ship, and when mising people at the back of the ship. The vessel could 'takes happen some stay content to stand back and
lake a detour around all the icebergs and avoid
become victims of another person's agenda. It
most of the dangers. Sure, it would make for some
doesn 't tukc all that much work to follow, and it
delays and inconvenience for some people, and
doesn't take much more work than that to lead.
maybe the longer detour would mean the rationing
Now if BSU were a doughnut, where would the
of food and water- but people would pulltogethhole be ... ?
er in friendship and cooperation.

Phone - (208) 345-8204 Fax - (208) 385-3839
(-mail- arbiter@c1oven.idbsu.edu
Sports: Sports@c1oven.idbsu.edu
News: News@c1oven.idbsu.edu
Letters to the Editor: Arbiter@c1oven.idbsu.edu
Arts and Entertainment: Arts@c1oven.idbsu.edu
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The Arbiter is the official student newspaper of Boise State University. lis mission is to provide a
forum for the discussion of issues impacting the campus and the community. The Arbiter's budget
consists of fees paid by students of BSUand advertising sales. The paper is distributed to the campus
and community on Wednesdays during the school year. The first copy is free. Additional copies cost
$1 each, payable at The Arbiter offices.
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'BITERof the week
This Week's Biter of the Week is Editor in Chief Kate Neilly Bell. When a death in the family caused
her to leave for the weekend, she still performed her mid-week writing and did all of those Iiffle
things to help the crew prepare to paste up without her. Our thoughts are with you, Kate.
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Movies: read a book

-The Rock: "America is Rocking!"

-Eraser: "More heat, more crash, more burn."

by David Augello
Columnist

-The Nutty Professor: "Funny, funny, FUNNY,

funny!"
A Gannett News Service critic wrote this about Bruce
Willis' newest film, Last Man Standing: "It's like
watching dozens of cardboard cut-outs being riddled
with bullets or animatronic figures fixing guns at each
other in some dark, demented Disneyland."
Really.
Bruno Bettleheim in The Uses of Enchantment asserts
the value of fairy tales lies in their minimal ism-the less
we know about the Prince, the easier we sec ourselves as
the Prince. Perhaps the critic would have preferred
wheezing, wailing, piteous scenes of graphic death.
Perhaps, that is, he would have preferred someone to do
his imagining for him?
And perhaps America, in general, prefers to not
actively engage in its entertainment (i.e. watch, pay
attention to, and vigorously listen) but enjoys and appreciates those entertainments that hold captive and abuse.
Taglines and blurbs from the past summer's movies
seem to support this notion. Here arc some that ran in
newspapers:

.

Banana Republics
and Ross

-Mission Impossible: "Catapults you into the
wildest movie ride of the year!"
-lndependence

Day: "Gel' off our planet!"

Guest Editorial

During the summer I attended brief re-releases
of several films, including The Godfather and Close
Encounters. Both are restrained-grateful,
it
seemed to me, that those in the audience even considered purchasing tickets.
And, at both movies, folks in the auditoriums
became restless. At Encounters, kids, about nine or
10 years old, climbed seats. In The Godfather,
when Sonny waits for Kay outside the schoolhouse
after returning from Sicily, scattered coughing
resounded. Bizarrely, when Sonny lies to his wife,
telling her he did not kill his sister's husband,
something happened I never would have thought
possible after years of watching The Godfather on
video: people chuckled.

The American people, once they remove the historical trappings from our ship of state, have a government
so rife with malfeasance and dishonesty that it more
closely resembles a Banana Republic than the entity
envisioned by our founding fathers. Meanwhile, the pundits and power brokers scurry about on a heaving deck
of change, wet finger in the air attempting to discern
direction and alignments. Such efforts arc not needed
since this ship of corruption may have sprung a fatal
leak, courtesy of the status quo's number one enemy,
Ross Perot.

The corporations bankrolling the PDC have heard
quite enough from the populist Texan already.
Incomplete financial records released by the debate
commission indicate that major corporations have provided much of the panel's funding. According to the
Institute for Policy Studies at least 10 of these sponsors
were also members of USA*NAFTA, the lobbying consortium that pushed for congressional approval of the
North American Free Trade Agreement in 1993. Perot
was NAFTA'a most visible and voluble opponent that
year. Three of the commission's corporate patronsAmericans arc good people. When given the facts,
AT&T, General Motors, and IBM-served as
ihey will rally to the side of freedom and justice. The
USA*NAFTA "captains" in 13 states ...
American people must now decide whether to fight the
The PDC had established objective criteria for particcorruption that drives the present system or travel on' the
ipation in the debates. Only three people in America met
path laid out by the politicians, bootlickers, and assorted
those criteria. Seeing this as one too many, the debate
miscreants that have come to make up our government.
commission then decided toapply a subjective criteria
A series of recent events have clarified this seminal
so that only "their boys" would participate. The debate
point in our history.
commission has shown itself to be a shill for the two
The Presidential Debate Commission has decided
established political parties and a lackey for the corpoRoss Perot should not be allowed in the debates. All 10
rate special interests which pollute ourpolilical system.
of the PDC's members arc politically well-connected
Ross Perot speaks out against this system. Bill Clinton
, and Bob Dole arc products of the system.
Republicans or Democrats. One of the co-chairs of the
commission is Frank Fahrenkopf. He is the lead
Ross Perot believes that complex problem-solving
Washington lobbyist of the gambling industry and a forrequires a detailed process. In order to present this
mer lobbyistfor the Japanese. Prior to his presentliveliprocess, he has attempted to purchase a number of 30hood, he was the head of the Republican National

ASBSU- views
Spread truthful information,

not fabrication
by TJ Tbomso:.::n:...........
ASBSU Senator
As a student senator I feel it's my duty to keep you,
the students of Boise State University, informed when
an issue arises that will affect your education. It is also
my obligation tobe honest and non-partial in any deci-

_

Until then, I suspect our movies will continue to
"Jock."

-Twister: "A roof-ripping, cow-tossing,
silo-pulverizing E-ticket!"

Committee. The other co-chair is Paul Kirk. Kirk is head
, of a lobbying firm that represents the pharmaceutical
industry, among others. Prior to his present livelihood,
he was head of the Democratic National Committee.
Among the presidential candidates, only Ross Perot
talks about the corrupting intluence of lobbyists.

by Platt Thompson, United We Stand America

The Gannett critic's complaint may find a partial
reply in something Last Man Standing's writer and
director, Walter Hill, said in an interview in Atlantic
Monthly: "Let's face it, movies are not going to get
much better until filmmakers stop going to the movies
and start reading more books."

minute spots qn ABC, CBS, NBC, and FOX. He has
been denied all but minimal purchases ... These networks arc owned, respectively, by Walt Disney,
Westinghouse, General Electric, and News Corp. One
need not be highly imaginative to project their positions
on trade, campaign finance reform, etc.
The airways arc owned by the public, not the two
political parties. The broadcast networks usc those airways for free and derive substantial profits from the use
of these airways. Decades ago laws were enacted to
remind the networks of this civic and legal obligation.
The Federal Communications Commission, comprised
of political appointees, has been remiss in administering
these laws. Ross Perot has filed a complaint against the
FCC.
Ac~6rding to a recent Lou Harris poll, 76 percent of
the American people want to sec Perot in the debates.
This is hardly surprising given Perot's single-handed
drive to make our financial crisis a major issue. In 14
years, our entire federal budget will consist of only four
items: social security, Medicare, Medicaid, and interest
on the debt. There will be no funds for defense, roads,
the environment, research, or social programs. Perot
talks about this. He also talks about campaign finance
reform, lobbying reform, election reform, and other critical issues that face our nation. President Clinton and
Senator Dole will be mute on these issues. It requires a
rare individual such as Ross Perot to take on the system.
On Nov. 5, The American people will decide who win
and who loses,
77,e complete version of this column is available
Arbiter Online at httprllwww.idbsu.edularbiler
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sion-making I am involved in. That is why when
ASBSU was informed about possible cuts being aimed
at your financial aid, we took action immediately.
ASBSU, as one united front, sent a message across the
state of Idaho in an attempt to convince congressional
members that taking our loans and taking our grants is
wrong!

me. Be docs not feel it is important to tell you who is in
favor of these cuts. This is where I take exception. When
I said that all four of Idaho's congressmen were in favor
of these cuts, I was not being partisan, I was being honest. In the Oct. 2 issue of The Arbiter, Senator Murphy
labeled me as a "bonehead" for informing you about the
intentions of Congress.

We held a rally on Sept.12 in front of the Business
Building to let you know exactly what Congress is trying to do: cut your accessto loans, eliminate incentive
grants, eliminate the direct lending program, and make
massive cuts in Pell grants. When over half the university is receiving some sort of financial aid" you start to sec
the importance of slopping such drastic measures from
occurring.

I hope that in the future we can stay focused on the
issues affecting students. We should never stray from
the truth or resort to name-calling. If Boise State is being
affected in a bad way by the United States Congress
(whether it's a Democrat, Republican, or Independent
issue) it is our job to let them know we disagree. But
never should partisan politics be mixed with campus
government-that's
not where it belongs and I refuse to
let it happen.

Unfortunately, Senator Scan Murphy disagrees with

4 OPINION
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Proposition two: bear baiting

YEA:

NAY:

Bear baiting not sporting or ethical

Idahoans would pay if proposition's
"emotional rhetoric" passes
~ Don Clower

• With the privilege to hunt comes the responsibility to hunt in a sportsmanlike and
ethical manner. That is what Proposition Two is all about-that,
and nothing else. It
would put a stop to baiting bears, hounding bears, and to the spring bear season.
Why should we do away with these methods of hunting bears? Simply because
they arc unsporting, unethical, and a gross violation of the principle of fair chase
which all hunters should adhere to.
Baiting consists of placing a pile of garbage in a pit, selling up a blind, and waiting
for a hungry bear to investigate the bait. The bear is then shot at close range. There is
nothing sporting in this method of killing bears-it is the equivalent of shooting a
parked car.
Hounding involves the pursuit of a bear by a pack of radio-collared hounds, forcing
it up a tree, and then having the hunter arrive, guided by radio signals emitted from
the collars, and shoot the exhausted bear off a limb, again at close range. This is a
gross violation of fair chase principles. Not infrequently during a pursuit, the bearwill
fcll cornered and turn to defend itself against the dogs. When this happens, the dogs
come out on the very short end. Frequently they arc killed or must be cuthanizcd.
In the spring season, it is inevitahle that some females with nursing cubs arc killed.
Every hear biologist in the western states agrees with this. Is it morally right to doom
cubs to starvation or predation'?
We don't hunt any other big game in the spring when they arc rearing their
young-why
hears'?
We don't bait any other big game-why
hears'?
We don't hound any other big game except mountain lions-why bears'?
In 1990. the Fish and Game Commission had planned to han baiting in a new bear
management plan. This was supported hy the U.S. Forest Service which had sent the
commission a letter recommending such a ban. The ban also had the full support of
IDFG's bear biologists. However, in January 1991, a small but vocal and fist shaking
group of bailers forced the commission to cave in and the ban was rescinded. This is
not management by biology or science-i1 is management hy hare knuckled political
pressure,
Management of a black bcar population, in simplest terms, is an attempt to mainlain a stable bear population while allowing hunters the maximum harvest which will
sustain that population. The Fish and Game Department
doesn't care how a bear is killed-a dead bear is a
dead bear, but ethical hunters should care how a
bear is killed. It should conform to the ethic of "fair
chase." Baiting, hounding, and a spring season do
not meet these criteria.
In 1992, the Department of Fish and Game conducted a statewide survey of Idahoans' opinions of
baiting, hounding, and spring bear season. The results
showed conclusively t1\at two out of three Idahoans,
hunters and non-hunters, opposed them.
Our opponents say that proposition 2 is "anti-hunting." Not so. 93 percent of Americans don't hunt. Yet,
over 80 percent believe that hunting should continue as
long as it is sportsmanlike and ethical. Last year, less '
than 15 percent of Idahoans held hunting licenses-an
all time low. I want to see hunting continue, bUI it will
only continue so long as the vast majority of those who do
nothunt have a favorable opinion of those who do, and of
their hunting methods, Two out of three Idahoans oppose baiting,
hounding, and spring season. To retain these methods, when Idaho is the
only state in the lower forty-eight to do so, can only tarnish the image of
hunters in the eyes of the majority of those who do not hunt. The tenacious rctcntion of these methods cannot but increase the ranks of anti-hunters.
Value systems have been changing. Hunting methods must change with them if we
wish to have a bright future for hunting. We must abandon those hunting methods of
which most citizens disapprove. If we do not, the future of hunting is in jeopardy.

.

C airman, Sportsmen's Heritage Defense Fund
Much has been written about Proposition 2 and maybe it is timc for everyone to
take a step back from the emotional rhetoric and look realistically at this issue.
Proposition 2 is a hoax that is totally funded and managed by an out of state animal
rights organization. This initiative doesn 'tban the use of bait, the usc of dogs or ban
spring bear hunting. It merely shifts the responsibility and cost of bear management to
the tax payers of Idaho, because someone still has to control bear numbers.
Proposition 2 allows Government hunters to usc till of the above methods to control
hear numbers. So the real issue for voters when voting on Proposition 2 is who will
pay for controlling Idaho's bear numbers'! Right now hears arc being managed by the
Idaho Fish and Game Department using sport hunting at no cost to taxpayers. In fact,
hunters pay the slate for the privilege to hunt.
If Proposition 2 should pass, taxpayers will pay government hunters to go out and
shoot hears using all of the above methods. It seems very illogical to usc scarce tax
dollars to manage bears, when the job is heing done now at no cost to taxpayers, and
is being done using sound wildlife management techniques.
Bears and mountain lions arc responsible for over $63,000 damage to private
landowners since July I of this year. Last month a black bear was responsible for the
death of 340 sheep on private properly in one night. The cost-to the landowner was
$45,470. Who pays for this" The taxpayers of Idaho end up paying.
If we slop controlling bear numbers in the spring the cost of depredation alone will
skyrocket, not to mention the cost to taxpayers to send out government hunters to
shoot these problem bears. In the Iwo states Ihal have been duped into voting for similar initiatives that is exactly what is happening. Colorado last year had to destroy 110
problem hears and Oregon had 10 destroy 205 bears. These animals ended up being
killed at taxpayer expense and were hauled to the dump. That seems like quite a waste
of a natural resource and I don't believe Idahoans want to sec their wildlife being
hauled to the dump.
The animal rights advocates who support Proposition 2 say that these methods arc
cruel and inhumane. Again, step back and analyze this statement. Is it more humane
to shoot an animal at 25 yards or 250 yards'! Which distance is more likely to result in
a wounded animal'! One of the responsibilities of a hunter is to insure that he is close
enough to positively identify his target and that it is a safe
and ethical shot.
There is an economic impact that many people
have not considered. That is the loss of revenue to the
many small businesses in Idaho that depend on the
different hunting seasons to stay on business. Many
rural towns in Idaho are dependent on these sportsmen
who buy gas, supplies, lodging, guides and stop to
eat at the local restaurants.

e

Idaho has the abundant wildlife we enjoy
because we have for the Inst 58 years allowed
the professional biologists to manage our
wildlife using proven wildlife techniques. In
1938 the citizens of Idaho created our present
Fish and Game system of management, The
intent at that time was to create a department
'that could properly manage without intcrfcrence from politics and special interest groups.
Out of state animal rights extremists arc trying
to force their philosophy on the citizens of
Idaho.
Proposition 2 is a step backwards in Idaho
wildlife management. Say NO to out of state
special interest groups that want to tell us
how to manage our resources. Say NO to
Proposition 2.

'-----
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"Wasted votes" and "reasonable
chances"
,
Third parties and the illusion of
democracy
by Joe Relk
Opinion Editor
"nit' "/111of democracy is freedom; of oligarchy, wealth; of
aristocracy lire maintenance of education and national institutions; of tyranny, Ill" protection of IIII' tyrant. "-Arislolit·

whole beverage store of choice.
"Change" Was the watchword for Clinton in '92, and
for the Republic-ails in '94. Little has actually changed
and that shouldn't surprise anyone: elections arc about
perception, not reality. If a candidate talks about change,
he can lure in progressives and rcformcrs-e-but if you
actually implement change on a broad scale you'll cut
into a large voting block of power, prestige and purse.
Dole made direct appeals to the Perot vote by calling
Republicans the real reform party. In '92 hoth Bush and
Clinton fell all over themselves agreeing with Perot:
"I'm with Ross on this," or "Like Mr. Perot I have an
interest in that." What they want is clear: the 19 percenl
of voters who cast their ballots for the feisty Texan.
But that's only 19 percent of the people who voted.
'92 saw an increase in voter turnout, but it was still only
55 percent. What about the apathy vote, those 45 percent
who didn't vote" Struggling third party candidates say a
lot of their recruits aren't Democrats or Republicans, but
rather the disaffected, who haven't been participating at
all.
If you take the 45 percent of eligible people who
didn't vole in '92 and add the 10 percent of Perot voters
(55% of 19%), what you have is an electoral victory of
55 percent, ready-made for the third party or indcpcndent who taps into it.
But the math doesn't always add
up, and polls don't measure the conviction of people. Watching Coke and
Pepsi debate, my thoughts drifted to
Dr. Pepper, Ross Perot, and how much
more interesting this melee would be
with him in it. The majority of,
Americans wanted Perot in the debates
(65-76%), but, then again, most people
say they want a third party in polls
(62%), and proceed to dutifully vote
for the major party candidates time
after time.

OPINION

5

elected government. The very people who steadfastly
defend democratic freedom, based on change, seem the
most afraid of change in government.
Apologists for the excesses of modern US politics
often begin and end their defense ~lf American democracy as "the best system we have," and insist that in
democracies "things work out in the end."
Democracy may be the best thing we have, but things
do not always work out for the best. Hiller, embodiment
of evil, gained his power democratically, through the
ballot. Democracy is nothing if not mob government,
and faith in the common people is esscntialto faith in
democracy.
Docs it work? Sometimes, but how good something
works is a matter of degree, not black and white.
The Model T Ford, Commodore 64, and outdoor toilet were also once the best car, computer and sanitation
systems we had. Instead of shrugging our shoulders and
saying. "It's the best we got," we ought to be concerned
with making our political system better. Improvement is
essential to progress. Fear of what could be prevents us
from exploring the possible.
Campaign reform provides a good start, including
campaign finance reform so candidates aren't forced to
prostitute themselves to the major parties and the interest groups Ihat line Iheir pockets (this Congress brought
to you hy ... ). The current system allows only the very
rich to campaign nationally without becoming indebted
to party politics.
Some other needed reforms: junk the electoral college, move election day 10 the weekend, and allow any
candidate who can collect enough signatures to get on
the ballol equal time in the media.
Keeping independents and minor parties out of
debales must end, though I can't cry too hard for Ross
Perot, who wouldn't debate any of his challengers in the
Reform Party. Democrats and Republicans should not be
the gatekeepers of who is or isn't included in debates
based on a reasonable chance of success, that's supposed
to be up to the people. Don't they trust us to be reasonable'!
We also need a proportional representation system
that encourages, instead of squashes, third party and
independent candidates. This would eliminate the scare
tactic the status lJuouses of claiming people arc throwing their votes away if they don't vole for the regime.
The notion of democracy
implies a choice, but let's he honI'
. c hoi
est, there
s no gcnurnc
orcc
between Democrats and
I)
II'
I"
I
id
vcpu 1 icuns grove II1g 111 tIC nu dIe of political spectrum, trying to
impersonate each other to pry
away centrist voters.

Give Bob Dole some credit. During the first presidential dcfiato he told it like it is concerning campaign
finance reform: "We're not kidding anybody Mr.
President ... the RepublicanParty
hasn't done it, they
know the Democratic Party won't do it, we ought to
agree that somebody else ~ho,u!d do it and vote it up or
down."
,..----------------,
Translation: you can't expect
the winners of the political game
10 rewrite the rules. Why would
they'!
Y ct, campaign year after campaign year, campaign finance
reform is raised-heralded
as a
priority by both parties in '92
and '94-only
to be promptly
moved to back hurner status
after the election, Perhaps, like
drug addicts with good intenlions, they're waiting for one
more PAC contribution, one
more check from the John Doc
"Many people arc dissatisfied with
Corporation or friendly neighthe choices they've been presented,
.
but the majority of people will say,
Ilor h 00 d spec .III I interest
group,
f
I
I
I
d
'I've got to vote either Republican or
Iic ore tICY s am t ic 001' on
.
t
J
I
.
Democrat,'
and that's what most peoI011YIS
II
s. ust one more ut.,
pic do," says Ilal Bruno, with ABC
But Bob Dole said it like it is.
~~-'
News.
I guess when you get far enough
"There's no
behind in the polls you can
afford to tell the truth', it's so
choice,"
/'1I0108YJONAIIIONII,
SMIIII
th
II' laments
N
crazy it just might work.
e pu I IC. ot
Besides, Dole's running his last glorious campaign, with
between the media- imposed choice
his fund-raising days convenienlly behind him.
of Dole and Clinton, but how many
of these disgruntled citizens look
"Let's be honest about it," says Dole. I couldn't agree
beyond the major party candidates 10
11111re 11Utlet's not stop Illere
I treasure trove 0 I' minor
.
,
.,.
tIC
parties
I00 k at Just
. IlOW d emocrallc.
I,·t s tllne we t00 kidalar
available? Many, if not most,
our democracy is.
Idahoans arc basically Libertarian in
Major parties enjoy a legalistic,
Like most Americans, last week's presidential
their philosophy, yet vote
monetary, and media monopoly.
debates didn't change my mind about much, hut they did
Repuhlican; just as many environWinner-take-all democracy is no
beg the question: how can you have a del)ate without
mentalists vote Democrat, but are
democracy.
disagreement? As Clinton and Dole demonstrated last
reillly greens at heart. There's also
We criticized Ihe former Soviet
week, you can 'I, at least not an interesting one.
the Natural Law Party, Communist
Union for a lack of democracy,
What's the difference between a moderate
Party USA, US Taxpayers Party, or a
but Ihey too conducted elections.
horde of olhers. And if Ihat 's not
I)ellple were gl'ven tIle fllrcl'clll
Republican and a conservative Democrat? Not much, it
turns out.
enough choice for you, start your
choice between comnmnist A or
own brand of political soda pop. It's
communist D. Two options from
We found out that both the president and Citizen
a free country, right?
the status lIuO offers no choice at
Dole hate drugs, crime, Saddam, and ethnic cleansing.
II'
I' I'
Th U
all. Maybe that explains why most
They made much of their respective difference on these
. 'erelll les tIC 1f<1I1Y· e S is
supposcdly tile nl0dern bllstion of
peollie don't vote in this country.
and other issues, but trying to outdo each other with
.
.
'.
harsh words for Cuha isn't a fundamental difference,
democracy, yet half our peoplc don't
NIOIO8rJONMIIONII.
SMIIII
Comparisons wilh the Soviet
and "instant check" and gun wailing periods arc just
even care enough about the values we
Union might anger, and taking
variations of the Sa!1,e philosophy. The transparency of
espouse abroad to vote. Even fewer care enough to study
lessons about democracy from Germany (on proportionthe debate was Dole's barb that Clinton was at first 100
candidalesin any great dctail. Despite hard fights to
al representation) might be unsellling, hut hiding the
inclusive concerning foreign policy, a lap dog to the UN, grant everyone from non-land owning folks to minorilies
corruption of theeurrent political system behind hlind
and then laler he was too exclusive, not consulting with
to 18-year-olds the right to vote, it seems to all be for
• palriotism w~n't solve our problems. Ilonesty might.
allies before launching missiles against Iraq last month.
naught. lIow would you fcel if you Ihrew a party and
Dutthe sad part is perhaps no amount of tinkering
'i'he Clinton/Dole debate was an exercise in hair splitonly 55 percent of the people you invited showed up?
will save d~mocracy in this country. Maybe the truth is
ting.
The logical conclusion: democracy in this country
poor government can't be blamed on a polarizing system
··
I
.
'1
I'
I
'11
II
isn't
working.
But
advance
this
conclusion
to
most
peoIhat strongly favors money, but on II people who allowed
As any po IIllca SCIentist wort 1 liS sa t WI te you,
.
.,.
,,',
.. '. . .
the Democrats and Republicans,sit unusually close
pic .lI1d ~hey get re~t1agltatcd, Cn~lclsm .ISof~en. conit to overpower them.
logether on the political spectrum. European parties
fu~cd With complall1t when questIons of palnotlsm arc'
If you really want change, have a hackbone. Don't'
offer real and sharp differences among multiple parties,
raised. Strangely, th~ same pcopl~ ~h.() defend the cur·
waste your vote on the major parties. Votc for a minor
centrists, greens, right-wingers, communists, capitalists,
ren~ s~stenf'0ftenl fall tOt'sdeethe .slhgl1lrdlcancewl~enllth.e
party, or write in Dick Lumm,
you name il. While we have Coke andPepsi,they~~~~.~~,.P.,;..;·lfe
e up WIt a emocraltca y
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Murphy carries grudge
Scan Murphy's article, "Focus on the war, IHlt the
halt lc," was nothing more than a personal attack on current ASBSlJ President Dan Nabors. II is obvious Scan
still carries a grudge against Dan Nahors because Ill'
lost lust year's presilk'nliall'll'l'lion,
Scan, isn'l polilics
about fighting for what you hclicvc in'!
S//I'III/

/)//1>1/1'1',

,11//1///1//
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Celebrate HempFest!
The illation:!! prohihitionof
marijuana mustn'asl'!
II is a dynamic natumlrl'SOllll'l' which should Ill~ulilizl'd for induslrial, ml'dicinal, and rl'creational purposl'S, Millions of displaced workl'l's should hl~ empllWel"l'd
to grow, harvest, and Imnsform hl'mp
into dllzens of hend'icial prod.
ucls gl'lll'rating hillions of
dollars,
I kmp produCl's
four Iiml's Ihe papl'l'
pCI' anl' as 11\'l'S,
using J() perCl'nl
lhl' amount of
IllXic, polluting
c11l'micals: hydrogen
peroxide Vl'rsus carcinogenil'
dioxins, I kmp paper lasts cenluries longer Ihan acidic wood
pulp paper, without yellowing,
.
cral'king, or lkteriorat ing, The I.ihrary of ('ongress has
hl'l'n lohhying I'lli' such for years, Wilh fasl-rising paper
prices, diminishing foresls, and greenhlluse effecl conl'l'lIlS, Ihe timc has corne 10 legalizc and utilize Ihis
renewahle asset.
lIemp contains 77 percent cellulosl'.lo wood's (10
percent; pressed hemp hoard is stronger Ihan plywood,
Ilemp textiles arc sonl'r ycl more durahll~ Ihanl'olton,
flax, or polyesler prllllucls, The originall.evi
jl~ans
werl' nl:llk of hemp, Ilemp is the numher (}Ill' hiomass
producer on earth: 10 tons of draughl-rl'sislant
product
per ane evl'l'y four months on marginal lands, wilh nil
pesticidl's, If jusl () percent of Ihe contiguous U,S, were
pUllouse for l'ultivationof
hemp hiomass, our oil and
gas demands could he mel enlin~ly through Ihe henign

-

--

refining process known as pyrolysis, llcmp charcoal
should replace coal; it Can fuel thousands of existing
power plants, producing no sulfur when burned, thus
eliminating acid rain,
Hemp is an effective antidote for hl\dy pain, tendontious, glaucoma. migraines, asthma, nausea, depression,
ctc.: it also reduces the side effects of chemotherapy
and thc symptoms of AIDS and PMS, Nol only thai.
hemp seeds are loaded with a higher percentage of
healthful linolenic acid and vitamin K than any other
flHHIsuun:c. The ground-Up sl'l'ds can hl' baked into
hrcads, cakes, andcassl!roles, l lcmp butter is far more
muritional

thnn pcunut

butter,

Moreover, IIl:Uiju.m.: is much more uscr-Iricndly 10
('(lusl'Il1ing adults whll haw lhl' l'Ollslilulional right 10
Il'lax and unwind in tlH'il leisure linH' wilh a Il'lllpl'rall'
alll'lI\ativl: tothl' two mosl hanllful, yel Il'gal, drngs
availahle: alcohol and lohacl'll,
Ill'mp was grown hy Washillglon, FllInklin, and
.Il'1ll'lson, Think of thl' induslry, ('ll1ployllwnl, and revelllll~ it could g('Ill'rall' Imlay, Marijualla kgalization
would eXlinguish our Ilational deht!
(1Il'mpl,'est is ~chl'dull'd for (leI. III ill Julia Davis
Park),
. Wolf VOIIIloililll/II,

/lSI J SI/IIII'III

Tal<ea stand against nuke waste
On'Aug, IH,our Sunday sl'hool had an in: nl'all1
social on 1Ill' King lIill PI'l~shytl'rian Chinch lawn, It
was a fall1ily gathl'ling with fri('lllls and neighhors,
As Wl' Wl'lC cnjoying the occasion. we nolin,d a
train going hy, lransporling cllsks of nUl'll'ar waslc, It
was lUI incongruous siluillion, changing thl~ 1l10'HIof Ih(,
nHllllcnt. My thoughls f1aslll'd on the tmin derailll1l~nt
IIlrl'e mill'S wesl, Ihrce days l~lII'lier, Nol only did a
nuclear l'atastrophe noss my mind. hUI also a numher
of loxic chemical scenarios, Mo('(' thlln :lOO IYI1l'Sof
loxic chcmicals are lransportl~d hy l'IIilthrough Ihis
area.
We were lucky this time as only soda ash escapl~d
inlo our Ill,loVl,d Snake River. But whal ahout Ihe nl'xl
llerailll1cnt'! A loxie dll'mical spill could mean dl'alh
and injury to many in Ihe immediate area. hUI a nuclear
disaster could he long lermand aslronomical.
Please take a stand against th(, lransporlalion and
slol'llge of nuclear waste in the state of Idaho lind VOtl~
yes on Proposilion Three in the coming ekclion,
-P/llI/t'I/I ,\'11'/'11.1'011, Kil/N IIill, Id/lfro
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.Editorial full of errors
I guess I shouldn't expect fact-finding from u studenl paper, hut the recent editorial, "Technology
Overkill," i.s filled with quill' a few errors lind misconccpiions that could haw easily heen discovered with a
little footwork.
I) University kills diul-up Internet access hecause
of conspiracy/lawsuil
Icars,
.
Simpll' and muudanc fill'l lh(' Dala Center has
slalling problem«,
If ynu had clu-cked tlu: joh lislings last mouth, you
would have seen 1,'01 JR system analysl johs open, Olll'
lIl1ix :lIlmin,jllh, IInl' lJirel'lor of Infolillatioll Sl'jvil'l.'s
joh, dc, I:rgll ....Dala (\'1l1l'r is 1111 IlIllgl'l ahk to hl'l'P
up wilh what uSl'd 10 Wlli k, IlUll'h less i1upll'llll'nting
Ill'W stull,
II) Prllfl'ssols "incll'asingly" grading lin appl'amnl'e
ralhl,j"fhan cOlltl'nl.
Mayhe ill thl' Ilumanilies lll'parlllll'nt. I guess, I
wonder why alllhl'sl' dallg l'ompulers didn't hraillwash
Ihosl' foolish ilnd il~lllllalll profl'~snrs during the previous six yl'ars I'\'(' hl'l'n al IlS1 J,
OUllll: 1'1'0111
this Sl'nH'stn's multi-nledia l'Iass·· ....llse
a ma.\inlllni of Iwo fonts pl'r pagl', AllY thing ('Isl' IlHlks
garish lind amall'UI ish,"
Ouoll: 1'10111my graduall' IHl'senlation dass last
S,'llll'sll'r "lISl' a maxinllllil of Iwo filllts per pag(~","
III) I.inc or IJl'llplc wailing 1'01'lah lillle,
I'ml'lllll'nlly
silting in thl' TS211) lah, There an~ 11'1
l'ollllllltl'lS open, Ijustcanle
rrolll Ihe FI'212 Ilih. There
W('rl~ (I cOlllpull'l's Opl'll. In my haif·dozen visits 10 t1w
('Oil open lah, I had ZI-:HO pmhlenls in gelling a COIllpUll'r. In Illy Iwo visils 10 Ihl' lahs in Ihe Hducation
huilding, 1 had ZI-:HO plOhlcllls in gclling a computer.
IV) Money glOws on trl'l'S (colllnlllll undergraduatl~
heliel), i.l', "Thl' ohvious answer would he 10 incrl'asl~
spending,"
Plellse Sl'llll your conlrihution to thl' Dlltll Ccnler. so
thai they Illightl'l'dul'(' Iheir slalTing lurnov~, since ye
bl~ filled wilh l'ash,
Prdty darn sad l'ditorial. There's a lot Illore factual
evidencc thllt thl' I,'cds Illurdl'l"('d the Branch Davidiuns,
1'111kind of disappoinll'd inlhl' dark. conspiralorial, yet
unSUPllllrled and l'/lor-l'illnlnllll111 of Ihis wl~ck's rant.
... IJmII
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GroOVy,Retro, Screaming Clothing
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Tuesday - Saturday
11 a.m. - 7 p.m.
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NEWSBUCKET
20 Years Worth of Western
Poetry Available in Ahsahta
Press Anthology
Want the words to Sheryl Crew's hit "Alii Wunnu'
Do"? Then pick lip a copy of "The Ahsuhtu Anthology"
hot off the press, This just-released twentieth linniversury issue features the best of the West's poetry, publishcd hy Ahsuhtu Press at Boise State University, It
includes poet Wyn Cooper's "Fun", which supplied lilt'
lyrics 10 Crew's Granuny-winning
hit single,
Ahsnhta Press puhlishes modern and contemporary
poets [rom west of the Mississippi River. "The Ahsahta
Anthology' showcases a West-in-poetry with which you
may he unfamiliar," says Tom Trusky, founder lind coeditor, "But other twentieth century classic poems in lilt'
collection depict the hetter known West, the West of
dime novels, nuclelll' physicists at Los Alalllos, Chief
'Joseph, the flagellant Penitente sect of AhilJuiu,
Montana sllloke-julllpers,'I'exas
persimmons, and'recipit~nts of PEN, <Juggenheilll, NEA, Pushcart, lind other
national,and regional awards, grants, and prizes."

fears about the ghetto and AIDS, Mcl'udden begun his
comedy CIUCCI' liS II way to get himself through college,
butquickly became addicted to performing stand-up
comedy,
McFadden has become a regular performer al the
"lmprnv," "Comic Strip Live 2" and lit "Del' Comedy
Jam," lie has a long list of television nppearnnccs
including guest spots on "Arsenio Hall," "llungiu' with
Mr. Cooper" and "Martin,"
The event is sponsored hy the Boise State Student
Programs Hoard Comedy Committee and the I (Nil
Homecoming Committee.

BSU Radio broadcasts
debates ont Percent
Initiative
The I Percent property tax initiulivc will provide the
focus of two live town-hall dtJlates to he aired hy BSlJ
Radio Ocl. 16 and 2J on ()1,5 I'M in the Treasurc Vallt,y
and I) 1,7 I'M in Twin Falls,
The one-hour hroadcasts will ht~ moderated hy BSI J
Stlltehouse News Bureau Chief Sieve Jess and Jilll
Weatherhy, director of the BSlJ puhlic affairs program,
The first hroadcast, exploring the fairness of Idaho's
tax system, will hegin at
H:JO p,Ill, Wt~dlH'sday,
(kl. 1(1, in lilt' Barnwdl
room of Ihe BSlJ Studl'nl
Union, Ron Rankin,
lIuthor of thl~ initiatiVl',
will dl~I'L~lIllthl'proposition, A leading opponent
of Ihe iniliatiVl' also will
Ill' prl'sl'nl.

Ahsahta is a MlIndan Indian word for ROl:ky
Mountain highorn shl:ep, and was firsl used liS lin
I':nglish term in journals hy explorers Lewis and Clark,
The hook Illay he purchasl'd from the Boise Stale
I Jnivl:l'sily Bookstorl', soflhound for $11),1)5, and casehound at $21),(15,

"In Living Color" Star Reggie
McFadden Lights Up
Homecoming Celellration
('omcdian Reggie McFadden will hring his stllnd-up
L'oilledy to Boise State at H p,m, Wednesday, Octohl:r
I II, in Ihe Student Union Jordan Ballroolll as pari of the
Boise State 1101lll:coming Celehration, Tickets can he
pUldwsed in advanl:e at any seled-a-seat outlet for $4
students, faculty and staff and $7 for the general puhlil:,
Most of McFlIdden's comedy comes from his experit'nees in his hometown of Brooklyn, New York. llis
l:Ol11edycan he descrihed as heing laced with real life

Frank Church
conference to look at
global water issue
Water, one of the world's most prel:ious
resources, will he the fm:us of the next FfUnk
Church Conference on Puhlic Affairs al Boise
State University, "Troubled Waters:
Preserving Life's Most Esscntial Resource"
will be froml) a,m,-3:30 p,m, Thursday, Nov.

Topics include global water quality, salmon survival,
water law, the polhlc« of water, irrigation and agricultural pructicc.Jndustriul
water pollution and other issues,
Keynote speaker Alan Thein Durning, executive
director of Northwest Environment Wntc]: and author of
the newly released hook "This Place on Emlh," will give
an address at 1):30 a.m, on "Water, The States, and The
State of the Water." Northwest Environment Watch is a
Scaulc-hnscd non-profit research organization that seeks
10 foster a sustuinuhlc economy and way of life in the
Pacific Northwest.
Other conference presenter include James Lihatowich
of Alder fork consulting in Washington state, Philip
Williams of International Rivers network, Christine
HOSl'n of the University of California at Berkeley, Boise
attorney Jeffery Fcrcdny and Keith Anderson. a consulting engineer und geologist, BSlJ professors in history,
political science and geo-sciences also will serve as panelists and moderators,
The Frank Church conference hrings scholars, journalists. al:livisls and formL'r governnlL'nt and military
kadL'rs 10 BSlJ to disL'uSS prL'ssing issues in the world
today, An t'ndownlL'nt for the l:onferenL'e was estahIishL'd in 1(IHI to honor the ilkals of the late Sen, Frank
ChurL'h, Thl: conferl~nce fOL'us on waler's critical role in
our quality of life will continul~ this spring with a major
kl'Ylllltl~ spl~akl:r.

IlSlJ studenls L'all ncdil for altl'lHlanLT through 11lL'
Divisiollof (\lIllinuillg hlucalioll,

I.illlilcd sellting will he aVllilllhle in hoth locations for
audience memhers who will hllve the opportunity 10 ask
lJuestions and make commenls. The listening andience
willlliso he lIhle to pose lluestions vill telephone on a
toll-free numhel' I·HHH-H51)-KBSlJ 1II1l1hy e-Illail al
akhrad i(1(lIlidhsu, idhsu,edu,
contllct Stevl~ Jess of BSU

is free.

As a prc-confl'I'l'nl'l~ pn'viL'w, IhL' university is showing a tapl' of thl' PBS saldlitl' 11Il'sL'ntalion "Sharing till'
I':arth's Watn Supply" from lJ-l) p.m, Nov, 5-lJ in the
Studl'nl Union, The PIIS program I'xplurt's IIll' onen
ul1reL'ogni/,l'd factors-historical, l'lhit'al, kgal anL'ullur·
al-Ihat influl'nl'l' 0111' IkL'isions ahout watl'r usc,

The sl'colllililohatl',
which dl'als with lhl~ PllSsihle effLocls tIl' Ihe iniliative should it pass, will
hl'gin at H p,m"
Wednesday, Ocl. 2,\ in
the Canyon Building at
the college of Soulhel'l1
Idaho in Twin Falls, I,ainl
MlIxweli will represl~nt
the pro·initiativl~ pl~rspective; he'll dehate a leading initilltiv(: opponenl.
This dehllte will he televised in the Twin FlIlis lIrea on CSl's channel I (I,

For more information,
Radio at 344-:~l)() I,

14, in the BSlJ Student Union, Admission

1,'01'a sl'ilL'duk of eVl'nts, l'all .1H.'i-.177lJ, SL'IlllL'-mail
10 phkldsL'(l/lidhsu.idhsu,cdu or visitthl' cllllfL'l"l'IlL'l'Wl'h
si ll' al hIIp://IVWIV,idhsu.l'du/sspa/fra nkl'illl 1'1' h,hlml,

Visual Arts League seeks
members
Art students and Ihosl~ intl:rl:stl:d ill arll:all now seck
memhership in the Visual Arts I.cag\ll~, For a $1 () a
semestL~r, interL'sted students can join the thrce-yem old
duh, The c1uh is IkLlicated "to provide and oullet for
mtists to express their artistic divt~rsity" according 10
duh set~relary Mmie Boyle,
The 22 memher group is looking to provide learning
experiences in art and to give memhers a chanr;e to
exhihit their works, Jurored eXhihitions, live model
drawing sessions, and guest speakers arc on the c1uh
agenda for this year,
The club meets every other Thursday and those interested should watch for flyers in the Arts West lind
Liheral Arts Buildings,

MARCIE SMALLWOOD.
1003 Vermont Avenue
Corner of University & Varmont
By Appointment
Walk· Ins Welcome, too.

344·2712
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Improving

computer services has heen the
these past few months for Boise
State University's
Student Rcsidcntiul l.ifc.
Upgrades involving computers, printers, software
and notworkvenncctions
are all part of a tcchnulogy facl'lift lksigm'd to keep pan' with the needs of
sludenls living on campus,
order of business

National stutient Excbanwe
and

International PrOITams
Informational

Housed in Towers Hall, the beefy box from
Micron will run Windows NT as its network operating system and provide services for both the
Mac and PC computers
available in SRL's labora-

by Dan Kelsay

Come Visit the Outdoor Rental Center
Your In-line Skate Rental Headquarters

Meetinl'

Date: october 22, 1996
Time: 1:00 p.m.
Where: Brink Roam, student union ~.

·howYOU

can make t'he
world your, classroom.

See
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further into focus as Mead outlined SRL's goal for piecing
together a complex technology
puzzle. The implementation
of .
a cross-platform
network server will provide a key
piece to that puzzle, said Mead.

Student Residential Life

SHRTES
"'lid.h'1l1

-

TECHNICALLY SPEAKING

IN-LINE
!\\ll

~~

10 Great
Reasons
Why YOU Should
Choose Air Force Nursing
Challenge, opportunity,
advancement, cducation,
tmining, medical, vacation,
tra\'cl, best health-care
team, sign-on bonus·

Slarting this past Slimmer, SRI. spread eight
nl'\\' machines around their computer lahorutoric«
lncaled in (hnlfcc. Driscoll. Morrison, and
Towers halls. The llnivL'lsity Village Ap.utmcut«
labllralllry also received a new computer.
The new Pentium-class
Microns cast a withering shadow over-the remaining ·IHhs still in usc,
The snappy pes offer IOOmhz speed. vast hard
drives. six-speed CD ROM drives, and graphics
tickle any game-lover'S
fam')',

AlMHIiH

The hall directors

III

The latest r-.lacs hoast l~qually impressive statistics, Keeping pace atl)O andlOOmhz
rl'speetively.
whill' prl'senting Apple's f:II111'd graphic capahilitit's. thl'se 1'0werMacs can also read IBM·formatted disks, allowing document eonversinn
hetween
platforms,
Fnr those campus residents who dream of
recdving e-mail and Internet services on their own
cnmpulers.
SRI. provides network connl'ctions
to
the rl~sidence rooms. Students who supply the necessary l1l~twork card and cahle can he hooked up
and surf the Nl't in no time,

Now liltered with iCllns representing
his
favorite web hangouts, Sieber's computer desktop
rcveals his altachment
to Ihl' Interne!. And.
although hl' admits to being a hit hehind Ihl' learning ('lllve for navigating the World Wide Weh,
Sieber proudly acknowledged
discovering
much
Ill' till' material needed for an upcoming Fnglish
paper on the Nl'!.
Besides the convenience
Ill' utilizing campus
resources frolll his room, Sieher helieves iI's a
gooJ deal. too. Approximall'ly
$75 will deliver
free usc of the Internl'l to a studenl's pL'lsllnal
computer. at speeds their modem can't l'\Tn drl'am
of.

&):
Health ProfessIons

Currently, abOUI four til fivc sludenl rl'sidenls
request network hookups per wl'ek. For intL'lesll'd
par lies. a detaill'd chel'k\ist nplaining
ho\\ to
ll11'rgl' ontolhe
information
higlm ay is available
at l'ach hall's fnlnt lksk.

FREE
S CH 0 LARS

INFORMATION

HIP

FOR COLLEGE
STUDENTS
HIGHER SOURCE
P.O. BOX 986
EAGI.E 10 83616
939-9839
1-80().508·9839

lIni\'l'rsily
Village Aparlml'nls
Il'sidenls
shnuldn't
kcl kft out, hll\\l'\l'"
C\lnnl','tilln til
the fiber-optic backthlnl' \\ ill Slllln link Ihl' Villa~l'
C'l/llputl'r lablllatory III thl' saml' Il'S,IUICl'S cllj,l\'cd
hy students aClllss thc slrcct. This filsl phasl' ~\ i'll
lake placl' withill the CUriellt a,'adl'mi,' \ car, if 11111
hy thl' end llf the semester, said Grl'g r-.icad,
Student Residential
Life's tcchlllllll!!y cOllrdillatol
and Towers lIall resiJent directllr.
In a Sel'llllJ phase. Mead said. thl' fiher will be
extenJed til a percentage of apartments
at Village,
but pfobably nlll to alllhc buildings, A time frame
for apartmcnt room conneclillns
has nlll I'et hel'n
set. howevcr,
.
The computing

future for BStJ residcnts

comes

Despite its horsepower,
the server's first duty
of providing print services equates more to a
warm-up lap. Currently, each laboratory requires
tWII printers--onl'
Ior thc Mal'S, located at the
h;I1I's Iront dcxk, and one for the l'Cs, ll1catnl in
the luhoratory itself. Rnnning Windows
NT at tlte
xcrvc pll1vides a singlc-prinrcr
solution. Both
types l1f computer» will then print to the Iront desk
of their rcxpcctivc halls, explained
Mead,
an' anxious to move printers
lahoratories.
Controlling
paper and tuner costs represents
a significant
issue, said Rebecca Hancock. resident direetor of
('haffee Iiali. Large quantities of non-academic
materials spew from printers located inside the
lahoratoril's.

out of the l'llmpuler

One weh surfer who recently caught the net·
working wave is Mike Skher. "I saw this as a
gateway 10 broaden my knowledge,"
said Sieher,
when descrihing why he requested his computer
hl' plugged inlll the school's network,

*Find out more - contact an
Air Force health
professions recruiter
near you. Or call
1·800·423· USAF.

tories.
Sporting a P6 processor screaming
at 200mhz,
this hit crusher came crammed with 132
megabytes of RAM. If this speed demon were a
car, il wouldn't he street Il'gal.

SRL currently pays for all the paper and toner
consumed hy students,
Because they are unwilling to charge students for printing, SRL believes
implementing
the print server will give them hetter contml over these mounting costs.
Mead expects the print server
tionalthis
semester,

to become

opera-

lIoweVl'r, the server will soon be shifted outof
neulral when it hegins providing
file and application services for SRL's lahoratory
computers,
This mle hecame necessary when SRL decided to
change the software availahle on those machines,
Thl~ old standhy WordPerfect
will be taken off and
replacl'd with the Microsofl Office suite, an SRL
soun:e said.
Yet almost half of the laboratory
computers
lack the space to contain bundled applications
like
Office, The server, acting as a central depository
for programs such as Word, Excel, and
Powerl'oint,
can extend the lives of older computers outfitted with smaller hard drives.
Mead helieves that hy providing
Microsoft
Office on hoth types of computers,
SRL will sec
longer life cxpectancies
from its computers,
and
sludents may find it easier to use a different type
of machine, Mac or PC'. This would prove beneficial when a student isn't able find an open scat at
lhc computer type of his or her choice, The look
and floel of the OffiCI' programs transfers h(~tween
platforms, giving the crll\vded·out
sludentlhe
ahilil\' 10 run familiar applications
on an unfamiliar
..llmllliin plalfllrm,
Slllllenls using till' IH\lIlahoratoril's
should find
Ihl' nl'\\ software impll'ml'nled
hy ncxt semester.
SI{I. SlHII,TS said.
Futule pl;1I1S I'm the Sl'lVClmaV
and c-mail fun"tionalit~,.
And, hy
a,','ollllls, thl' servn fits illto SRL's
1lIl'Il1 a sccured Cll\'illlllmcni
at the
\\ ithin thl' Ill'xt one to three years,

inl'lude web
holding room
plan 10 ill1pleresidellce halls
said Mead.

In Jcfillillg the key components
to SRL's tcchnlliogy mission statement.
both Mead and
Ilancock agrl'ed providing computer service and
support to stuJents stands as a priority. By accomplishing this, hoth directors stated SRL will have
played an activc part in "supporting
a student's
eJucational
goals and enhancing
the resident's
experience"
al BSU,

1f
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Senator Pro-Tempore
resigns his post
byAsendon Ramirez

After a year and a half of service, pro-tern Senator
Dave Sneddon has resigned his post and all otherparticipation in the ASBSU Senate. Sneddon, a senior in political science, cited his closeness to graduation and time
away from his family as reasons. He tendered his resignation at the ASBSU Senate meeting last Thursday ocr,
10.
"lie tried to get everybody to be more active," said
his wife Sherry. "[He] isn't there to shove his point of
view down your throat."
Sneddon's wife, children and mother were among
those present at the meeting. Others in attendance
included ASBSU President Dan Nabors, Events
.'
Coordinator Mary Beth Connell, Joe Fryefrom
Publications Board, and family friends.
Sneddon was prolific sponsorer of legislation.
Among the items he sponsored or cosponsored were
hills that would guarantee equal funding to BSU reli-

gious organizations; provide
free local public phone calls
to students (a bill that was,
according to him, "devastated in committee"); redefine
the role of the ASBSU public
liaison which led in turn to
the creation of the
Emergency Student Fund;
and provide students with
two guest tickets to university sports events. Sneddon
also lobbied for funds that
would send the BSU WOolens' flag football champions
to national competition.
Snedden also brought a
number of gifts for his fellow
senators. lie presented
Senators Christine Starr and
Michael Pcfia certificates of
appreciation. Starr rec~ived hers for the amount of work
she'd taken on. Pcfin was a recipient for giving the protem his "reality checks."
Senator leVering was among those given a gavel.
The other recipient of a gavel/meat tenderizer was
ASBSU secretary Marj Billings for "being the true

'WOlD

IIY JONATIION

115Mt1"

power at ASBSU."
One source, who asked to remain anonymous, said
thai it was not unusual for senators to resign their posts
during the semester. Typically one senator resigns midway through the term, usually for personal reasons.

Charge of rape against BSU student dropped
Prosecutor says discussions about
DNA tests prompted decision
rll'II'A"NTlIJ

WI"II'I

A'lttl~~ION)

!!y. Sandra L. Lee
Le-W-;stonMorning7iifiune
A rape charge against former Boise State University
student Vice President Darryl L. Wright was dropped
[Oct. 9,] five days short of a year after the alleged incident occurred during a student government conference at
Lewiston.
Nez Perce County Prosecutor Denise Rosen made a
brief appearance before 2nd District Judge Ronald
Schilling [that] morning to say that following discussions with Ihe FBI laboratory that did the DNA testing
and discussions with the alleged victim, "we believe it
would he in the best interests of justice to do that."

... Wright, in a telephone interview from Boise, said
his defense has cost almost $)0,000 to date for private
investigators, a polygraph test, expert witnesses and'
attorney foes.
A hearing on several defense motions, including one
to admit the lie detector test that strongly indicated
Wright was telling the truth about what happened the
night of Oct. 15, 1995, was to have been held [on the
afternoon of Oct. 9.]
... When it (the decision to drop the charges) came,
Wright, now 29, said he was excited, but also aware that
he will have to live with the charges the rest of his life.
"It's been haunting me for 12 months," he said."A day
and a half of media coverage isn't going to make it go
away. People still have their prejudices."

ing this to happen: the woman who accused him, the
detective "for his incompetence and for refusing to
investigate all sides of the issue," and Rosen for not taking "the time out to look at this case to make the decision a year ago that she made today."
"Somebody like (the woman) can make u false accusation and know tluu her name won't be in the media
and know that I won't have any recourse, and finally if
by some fluke of nature I was convicted, she could file II
civil suit against me," Wright said .
..;" 1'11he the first to admit thai I made a poor decision to have a sexual relation with someone I didn't
know well and that's a decision I'll have to live with the
rcst of my life. BUll don't think my decision merits to
lei (the woman) abuse the system in the way she did."

Wright said he is hiller toward three people for allow-

A verhal report from an FBI lab technician linking
three semen samples to Wright wasn't borne outin the
written report, Rosen said. The written report said Ihe
most critical of the three samples, an anal swab, could
not be linked to the accused.
The other two, taken from the woman's panties and
sheets on a bed in Wright's room, were from Wright.
The issue was consent, however, not whether sexual
intercourse occurred.
The supposed victim, a thcn-Ztl-ycar-old Idaho State
University student, had maintaincd she remembered
nothing from about 12:30 a.m .... Ocl. 15 when she was
in a Moscow hal' until she awoke in Wright's Lewiston
hotel mom several hours later, naked and missing her
tampon.
[That morning] police were called and she was taken
10 the hospital for an examination. Charges weren't formally filed until May. [After preliminary hearings June
10-11, Nez Perce County Magistrate Stephen Calhoun
ruled that the prosecution had presented substantial circumstantial evidence that the crime of rape had occurred
while the woman was unconscious, and he decided to
bind Wright over for a jury trial. The charges were
dropped before the trial was scheduled to occur.]
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Parking garage stalled
by Mick Riffle
Galaxy Diner
In Boise
500 S. Capitol Blvd.
Boise, Idaho

(208) 343..6191

..

10% Discount

for all Students and Employees with BSU 1.0.
(not valid with other Coupons,DIscocmcs or Promotions)

AIDS awareness month brings
ACLU leader to town

famU!' entertainment nroup
inbites

!?OU

BSUwill not receive the planning money for a
student services building or parking garage, as
originally incorporated into the university's 1998
budget. In a meeting on September 19, the State
Board of Education decided not to approve the
request for the planning funds.
The State Board's chief financial officer, Keith
Hasselquist, says the decision is based primarily
on the constraints imposed by limited funds. The

money would have come from the Permanent
Building Fund, which was created through state
lottery revenues and sin taxes like those imposed
on tobacco products. These are not sources that
provide increasing levels of revenue. The amount
of money they bring in is about the same every
year. While the Permanent Building Fund represents the primary source for construction of new
state buildings, it is also used to support major
maintenance projects like fixing leaky roofs. Other
state construction projects, such as correctional
facilities, compete with education requests for
money from the fund.

to a

by Erin Burden
Mall Coles, Director of the National American
Civil Liberties Union legal efforts for gay and lesbian rights and AIDS projects, will speak at the
Red Lion Riverside Saturday, October 19. The
presentation is for the second of Idaho's awards
banquets, recognizing outstanding civil liberties
leaders and their accomplishments.
Before awards to Idaho citizens are presented,
Coles will address the issue of "Civil Liberties and
Gay Rights: Where Do We Go From Here?"
Coles has helped lead campaigns to pass important
non-discrimination and domestic partnership laws,

and has served as a key figure in cases involving
gay and lesbian rights.
"Mr. Coles assisted in the successful U.S.
Supreme Court challenge to Colorado's anti-gay
amendment, was lead allorney in important
AIDS/HIV cases, and has argued two of the challenges to the military 'don't ask, don't tell' policy
now before federal appeals courts," said Brian
Berquist, event master of ceremonies and former
chairperson of the No on I Coalition.
Among the honors being given out arc awards
for Leadership in Protecting and Advancing Civil
Liberties and Reproduction Rights in Idaho, and
Leadership in Advancing the Civil Rights of
Lesbian, Gay. and Bisexual People in Idaho.

Professor gives lessons in body language
by Dana Hildeman

Dance
Music
Dance
Music
Dance
Music
Dance
Music
Dance
Music
Dance
Music
Dance
Music
Dance
. Music
Dance

Voted Buises
"Best Live Music Dance Club"
and
"Best Live Music Bar"
Wed
Oct. 16

KF95 WHYNQ[ WEDNESDAY
Original ROCK
VAN GOGH

no
cover
charge

Every
Thurs.

Blues> Soul- Rock • R&B
HOOCHlE COOCHlE MEN

well drinks

11Je Mom1er Guitur of
DAVID CIIA..~AIN
WI HOOCHlE COOCHIES

'4'"
cover
charge

From CHICAGO

'4...·
cover
charge

Fri.
Oct.18
Sot.
Oct. 19
Sun.
Oct. 20
Mon.
Oct. 21

Tues.
Oct. 22

Slide GultorlHormonlco BLUES
STUDEBAKER JOHN
The Full Band
TAUGE&
FAULKER ELECrRlC
F.A.B. Cord
Food & Beverage
Employee Night
HOOCHlE COOCIllE MEN
$ 2.50 Micro & Premiums

'1'"

'I'"

cover
charge
no
cover
charge
no
cover
charge

Come visit Boise's most
popular
billlards room!

1010 Main Street
345-6605

an intense schedule of leadership training programs at Notre Dame, the University of
Oklahoma, Southern Methodist University, the
University of Colorado and the University of
Delaware.
While maintaining a lively consulting practice
and teaching, Mills some-how finds time to grow
the perennials and herbs with which she enjoys
cooking in her country gourmet dishes. Mills also
travels and collects Pan-Asian art, and enjoys a
night at the theater.

Why don't men sit with their legs crossed and
hands folded on their laps or women with their
legs spread open and hands behind their heads?
Furthermore, what does this have to do with the
faculty at Boise State University?
Janel Mills could tell you. She has been a professor of Public Administration since 1989 at
BSU, teaching courses in group dynamics, creative problem solving and
effective presentation. She
has also organized seminars
and workshops, and presented
hundreds of speeches.
Claiming 10 act as a professional body watcher she says,
"Body language speaks louder
than words."
Born and reared in
Cincinnati, Mills graduated
from the University of
Cincinnati, and earned both
her master's degree and doctorate in speech communication at the University of
Kansas. Before moving to
Boise, she served as professor
of Human Relations at the
University of Oklahoma from
1976-1988.
Mills spends the summer
traveling with Institutes for
Organization Management for
the Chamber of Commerce of
the United States. This entails
PROFESSOR JANET MILLS ROLE PlAYS WITH HER STUDENTS
P"O'OBYKARA8ROWN
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INSTANT CREDIT
Guaranteed Credit Cards With Credit Limits
Up To $10,000 Within Days!
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, . Credit Cards In The World Today!
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Want VISA &. MasterCard Credit Cards? '

P R INC
.

The nation's leader In college maJ1u:ling
is seeking an enerQelic, entrepreneurial
student for the position of campus rep,
No sales Involved. Place advertising on
bulletin boards for companies such as
American Express and Microsoft.
Great part-tlme job earnings. Choose
your own hours; 4·8 hours per week
required. Call:
Campus Rep Program
American Passage Media Corp,
4012nd Avenue Wes~ Seattle, WA 98119
(800) 487·2434 Ext, «44
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19¢ per minute
Domestic Long
Distance Phone Cards.
Low International
Rates.
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EVERYONE WILL GIVE YOU
THEIR TWO CENTS WORTH, BUT WILL
THAT BE ENOUGH TO RETIRE ON?
T

oday there seems to be an investment expert or
linancial advisor almost everywhere you turn. But
just how qualilied are all these experts'!
Peace of mind about your future comes from solid
planning.
From investments a!1d services dcsigncd and
managcd with your needs and retirement security
specifically in mind. The kind of investments and services
TIAA-CREF
bas been providing lor more than 75 ycars.

And we're nonprofit, so our expense charges are
among the lowest in the insurance and mutual fund
industries." That means more of your money is where it
should be - working for you.
TIAA-CRI~F is now the largcst private pension
system in the world, based on assets under management
- managing more than $150 billion in assets lor more
than one and a half million people throughout the nation.

'WE'LL HELP YOU DUILD
A REWARDING

TIAA-CREF:
THE ClIO ICE THAT MAKES

RETIREMENT.

Our counselors arc trained retirement professionals
who have only you and your future in mind. So you're
treated as the unique person you are, with special needs
and concerns about retirement,
And that makes lor an
understanding,
comfortable relationship.
.
With TIAA-CRgI'.
you have plenty of choice and
flexibility in building your retirement nest-egg - from
TIAA's guaranteed traditional annuity to the investment
opportunities of CREF's seven variable annuity accounts.

SENSE.

It's tough to wade through all the "advice" to find a
reliable pension plan provider. But as a member of the
education and research community. your best choice is
simple: TIAA-CRI':F,
Because when it comes to helping
you prepare for retirement, our annuities will add up to
more than spare change.
For more information about how TIAA-CREF
can
help you prepare lor the future, call our Enrollment
Hotline at I 800 842.2888.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it,"
o SIAndanl & Poor's Insurance It.lling t\nalysil'. 1995,'f,if'ptr A,tI'/ylt,"al Srn·il'(," Inf, , Lipper-Directors'
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Alumni gather at Main Street Bistro to watch the parade.
photographs by Dorian and refreshments will all be
Homecoming Events available.
7p.m. - BSU Volleyball vs, UC-Irvine, in the
Tickets cost $4 for students, $ 7 general, and
Wednesday,OcL

16-

Noon - Pep Rally and announcement of the BSU
Homecoming Court at the SUB. Keith Stein Blue
Thunder Marching Band and Harvey Neef Main Line
Dancers will perform, followed by a fashion show by
the homecoming court candidates.
4 p.rn. - Mountain Bike Polo on the BSU Intramural
Recreation Field (behind the SUB).
"
Thursday, Oct. 17
4 p.rn. - 4-Player Volleyball at the BSU Sand
Volleyball Courts. (In case of bad weather, the tournament will be held inside the Pavilion Auxiliary Gym.)
6 p.m. - Join Coach Tom Mason at Mike's Hillcrest
Restaurant & Lounge for insight into the homecoming
game.
8 p.rn, - BSU Homecoming Dance in the SUB
Jordan Ballroom. Music by Fantasia Sight & Sound,

can be obtained from the Student Union Building
Information Desk.
9 p.rn. - Coronation of the BSU Homecoming King
and Queen at the SUB Jordan Ballroom.
Friday,OcL 18
Noon - Decade of the '40s Reunion luncheon at the
SUB.
5 p.m. - Reception" for the Decade of the '40s
Reunion at the SUB Gallery.
5 p.rn, - Alumni Juried Art Reception at the SUB
Gallery.
,
5 p.m. - Family Night at The Grove, with family
entertainment by Muzie Braun and Summerwind
Skippers. Hot food and beverages will be served.
5 p.m. - Beverage gardens open up at 8th Street
Marketplace's Homecoming Celebration for BSU.
6 p.m, -:- Live music by BSU Alumni will form part
of 8th Street Marketplace's Homecoming Celebration
for BSU.
6:30 p.m. - College of Business & Economics

Pavilion.
7 p.m. -'- Twilight Homecoming Parade will start at
12th and Idaho streets, with more than 50 entries workingtheir way down Idaho Street, along 5th Street to
Main Street, down Main Street to 12th, and finally up
12th to Idaho.
10 p.m. - Bonfire at Front and Myrtle streets.
Saturday, OcL 19
10 a.m. - 3-on-3 Basketball Tournament at Bronco
Gym.
10:30 a.m. - Decade of the '40s Reunion Brunch at
the SUB.
2 p.m, - BSU Volleyball vs. Cal State Fullerton in
the BSU Pavilion.
'
3 p.m, -Alumni
Tailgate Party at The Ram. Alumni
band will provide entertainment.
5 p.m. - Cimmaron Pregame Chili Feed north of
Bronco Stadium. $2.
7:05 p.m. - Homecoming game, BSU vs. Utah State
at Bronco Stadium.

Five men, five women vie for the title of royalty

by Asencion Ramirez"

,

'

Senior staff writer
Early Americans once fought a war to do away with royally, but once the sights and
sounds of fall roll around their descendants develop a penchant for coronating two of
their own as king and queen. BSU is no different in this respect and the homecoming
committee has narrowed the royal field down to 10 candidates, five hombres and five
ladies. The selection was based on grueling interviews, conducted under hot lava ~aps.
Gary "Lance" OgrenLance a junior from Crescent City, California majors in
Interdisciplinary Studies. This son of Gary Ogren and Gloria
Hansen has been nominated by Campus Crusade for Christ,
the International Student Association, Student Productions,
Baptists Campus Ministries, and the Honors Student
Association.

Ty ThompsonTy is a senior majoring in International Business. From
the town of Burley, his parents arc Craig and Mary
Thompson. Nominated by the College Christian Club, Ty
enjoys serving as a ski coach for the Special Olympics.
When heisn"t at Towers Hall in his role as a Resident
Advisor (RA) he likes working on his golf game or playing
volleyball.
Chad WrightThe Physical Education Majors Club favors Chad as their
selection for homecoming king. The son of Donald Wright
and Deb Rouse, he is an RA for Chaffee Hall. Formerly
from Buhl, Chad coaches the ladies flag football team. Chad
has also been nominated for "Who's Who among American
College and University Students."

T.J. ThomsonHailing from Idaho Falls, T.J. was selected by Towers
Hall Government as their candidate. He serves as at-large
Senator for ASBSU, and was one of Idaho's delegates to the
Democratic National Convention. He is involved with Into
the Streets and with registering students for the upcoming
elections. His father is Lynn Thomson.

____

-L'"""'-I

Tim FoleyArtesia, New Mexico, is the hometown of this former Big
Sky AII- Conference safety. Sponsored by the Construction
Management Association, Tim is a senior this year. His parents are Jim and Maureen Foley. When he isn't busy at
school, Tim enjoys spending time with his wife and watching sports.

The candidates were judged on their campus and community involvement, scholastic
achievements, school spirit, and composure and appearance while under duress, or hot
lava lamps anyway.
,
Here now, in no particular order except that dictated by the universe, are ten of
Boise State's finest and brightest:
Tammy ToneyTammy, a senior majoring in mathematics secondary
education, comes from Boise. Her parents arc Mike and Ids
Gallegos, and Dave and Lisa Toney. She was nominated by
the Mathematics department. A former Miss Meridian,
Tammy enjoys volunteering in local schools.

Ellen Boldman.
Another Boisean, Ellen participates soccer as an avid
soccer player and fan. Her parents are Mike and Peggy
Boldman. She represents St. Paul's Student Group and the
Association of Psychology Students. Ellen is a senior this
year and a participant in Save the Foothills. She has lent a
hand to the Special Olympics Summer Games.
.

Nico MartinezThe daughter of Dornella Martinez, Nico is sponsored by
Hui 0' Aloha and OSAD. A senior, she received the
Hispanic Seminar and the Bilingual Education Scholarships,
and majors in Bilingual Elementary Education. Nice's home
is Boise, and she enjoys dancing for Hui 0' Aloha.

Elisa CofTrenThis junior represents t~ BSU Women's Rugby Club.
Elisa is from Boise and majors in English. She has participated in Paint the Town and the Idaho Youth Wheelchair
Sports Camp. Elisa enjoys running and !'he theater. Mary
Coffren is her mother.

Karen WennstromKaren also comes from Boise. The daughter of Frank and
Rita Wcnnstrorn, she is nominated by the Theatre Majors
- ,Association. A "1992 winner of the Theatre Department
Scholarship, Karen has performed for area nursing homes.
She enjoys playing the violin and tennis,
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The Praying Mantis opens BSU theater season
by Josh Casten
Hootenanny Editor
BSU's Theatre Arts Department opens its season with The Praying Mantis, a play
by Chilean playwright Alejandro Sieveking and directed by Associate Professor Ann
Hoste.
The play centers around three sisters who all desire a husband desperately. The
family legacy, however, is tainted, and the family is seen as cur-sed by the local residents.
The play opens with two of the sisters, L1alla and Lina, played well by Sara Bruner.
and Monica Mason, respectively, in mourning after their suitors died amongst questionable circumstances. The two sisters in fact, killed their boyfriends, mistaking them
for intruders.
Now the third sister Adela, has a suitor. The sisters are all in a flutter to see a

darker and twisted,
Adela convinces Juan to
rob the bank where he
works to pay for a trip
"far, far away." It
becomes obvious that
Adela seems to love the
idea of leaving more
than Juan. Her charming,
sensual nature is warped
and we see her as manipulative and cold. Amber
Hartley does a fine job
of displaying Adela's
multi-faceted nature.
Aparicio, the girls'
father, appears and illuminates us on Teresa's
condition. After his wife
died delivering the malformed daughter,
Aparicio's condition
deteriorated almost com-

ADELA (AMBER HARTLEY) CON~OlES JUAN (ISAAC PERElSON).
rnoto

BY JOHN

TONr

pletely. But his view of Teresa is much different than that of his three other daughters.
"She's a saint! She's too good for this world, for this house ... " To Aparicio, Teresa is
pure, a thing of wonder.
Through all of this, Juan, played by Isaac Perelson, remains delightfully nervous
and inquisitive, still surprised by how a simple visit to his fiancee's home got so
bizarre. Ultimately, he is left a lone and Teresa beckons to him from beyond her door.
He enters her room, much to the horror of the sisters who return to pull him out.

APARICIO (NICK GAR{IA), FLANKED BY UNA (MONICA MASON)
AND lLAlLA (SARA BRUNER), CONFRONTS ADELA
PHOTO BY JOtlN

TONE

young, handsome man in their home, and L1alla and Lina can barely contain themselves from coming on to Juan. In fact each of them propositions Juan when left alone
with him.
What ensues is a delightful comedy of manners, as Juan learns more about Adela's
family than he expected to.
However, there is one problem, a fourth sister, who the sisters describe as a freak
and a monster, locked up in a room. Teresa wails, interrupting Juan's thoughts at all
the wrong times. When he asks about Teresa, the sisters quickly change the subject or
tell him outright to forget it, that it's nothing really.
As the second act ensues, he tone of the play changes dramatically, as it becomes

IEnima is Tool at

their best

by Josh Casten
Tool is back with their second release,l£llima.
The band again displays its precise musicianship
somber, disturbed setting.

Juan, and the audience, learn more about the true nature of Teresa. The conclusions
Juan draws, so different from the sisters, is equally as correct. The audience also
comes to learn the truth about the murders of the two su itors,
Ultimately, The Praying Mantis becomes 'a question, asking "Who is better qualified to judge beauty?" Teresa has ruined the lives of L1alla, Lina and now Adela, but it
is equally true that she is a being without equal. Does she deserve to be incarcerated or
exalted? The answer to that question-is left up to the viewer to decide.
Technically, the play is well done. Scene designer Stephen R. Buss, Ann Hoste as
costume designer, and lighting designer Phil Atlakson's efforts combine well to give
the audience a great spectacle.
The cast is excellent. Nick Garcia as Aparicio conveys the despair and pain inflicted by the birth of this wonder. Perelson works through Juan's journey from naivete to
dark enlightenment with ease. The nature of the three sisters, Adela as sensuality,
L1alla as the nurterer and Lina as logic, comes out clearly.
The play will continue its run in Morrison Center Stage /I tonight through Saturday
at 8 p.m. Tickets prices are $7.50 general and $5.50 students and seniors.

"Eulogy," a none-tao-keen retelling of Jesus' struggles, and "H", follow with equal poise.
Tool's experimental, atmospheric side comes into
play on a handful of non-music tracks, especially
"Message to Harry Manback" and "Die Eier von
Satan," a German language spoken word rant.

in a

These musicians, as a friend of mine once said,
are full of hate. Vengeance and anger run rampant in
Maynard James Keenan's lyrics and the pummeling
music that accompanies them. Possibly more disturbing arc the occasional moments of musical euphoria,
of satisfaction in giving in to the dark side of the psyche.

/Snima opens with "Stinkfist," one of-the most
straighforward and best songs on the record. It's Tool
at their best: powerful, disturbed, hard and melodic.

The emotional focus of the album lies in "Forty
Six & 2," "Jimmy," "Push it" and the stirring title
track. Keenan summons the elements to destroy the
west coast, exclaiming "I'm praying for rain, I'm
praying for tidal waves/ I want to sec the ground give
way, I want to see itall go down."
Tool has engaged in a little more musical diversity
on their second outing, The mean riffs and off-kilter
rhythms arc more musically ohscure than the bulk of
Undertow. II means you'll have to listen to I£llima at
least four or five times to appreciate it completely.
But it's a wise investment of time.
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Nada Surfs a mean groove
by Seth Jaquith
Staff Writer

Open all doors and windows, boost all levels, push the gain into the red, drink 12
cups of coffee, and flow.with the crushing audio wave of
Nada Surf's High/Low. The first two songs are guaranteed
to make you move your body, bob your neck like a chicken,
tap your hig toe, or whatever you do when you go crazy and
rock out. This hand makes me think about dropping out of
--school and jumping back into the screwed-up business of
music. Not many bands elicit that effect, but No Doubt
exerts exactly the same effect on me.
It's no joke. The first two songs, "Deeper Well" and
"The Plan," come across as fantastic. The rhythms move
beyond the infectious; the guitars squeeze the crunch and
munch the munch; the drums stay in the pocket, laying
down the beat; and the bass player rides along sculpting the
groove, like an ice-cream scoop flowing through marbled
whipped cream. The vocals sit perfectly ontop of it all,
communicating dark sentiments and desires to "leave this
place."

crazy about. Not bad. However, I am being a bit unfair to these four grooves, because
they are good; it's just that the others sound great.
And yes, this is the band responsible for the hit single, "Popular, " the.song with
the talking in it, telling the "cheerleader chick" she could have every boy In the. world
if she follows the "teen-age guide to popularity." This song serves as a great third
track, allowing the CD to down-shift into Nada Surf's parody of adolescence and high
school life.
Ric Ocasek of The Cars , who turned the knobs. on Weezer's debut, produced this

r:::~r:~~n:m

By now you are probably thinking, "Man, he sure is hyping up those first two
songs; what about the rest of the CD?" Well, the reasons for showcasing the first two
cuts include the fact that they're the two best songs, and the CD seems to lose energy
after the fifth track. However, "Icebox," the seventh song, is cool. This release
includes ten songs, so by process of elimination that leaves four my cars are not too

Fountains of Wayne pour forth giddy pop
by Asencion Ramirez

debut from Nada Surf, and he put in a great job
thick sound. Give it a try.
And remember, "Being attractive is the most
to catch the biggest fish in your pond, you have
bit of timeless wisdom is presented to you from
larity.

giving the three-piece band a nice
important thing there is. If you want
to be as attractive as possible." This
the Nada Surf teen-age guide to popu-

those guys who pose as cool for no apparent reason, the cacophony of the A sound is
enough to make you want to skip over it and the two songs that follow. The other big
exception is "You Curse at Girls", which sounds too whiny in its opening to even give
the song a chance.
A final note on Schlesinger: there's an old Mexican proverb that says, "Tell.me
who your friends arc and I'll tell you who you arc." Well, among Adam's closest
cohorts are James Iha and 0' Arcy Wretzky of Smashing Pumpkins. The trio arc partners in Scratchie Records, a label the Pumpkin mates started as a side project.

...~

Bragg's Willian Bloke a mixed bag
by Seth Jaquith
Staff Writer

Oh no, Morrisey!
That was the first thing that went through my mind upon hearing
Morrisey has never stood high on my list of favorites; I tried to start
club down at Humboldt State, but it didn't take off. However, I was
in 10 my Morrisey hatred so easily, and decided to give Billy Brag's
chance.
.
A~?~.&.c~~,,!'t~~~~~~R.~.',~~SI?4~[~,;:f.r?.~~:~

this. To be honest,
an anti-Morrisey
not going to give
William Bloke a

!~!3!~,~l~'.:·~Uy!i:~d:':and "A Pict

Song." Lyrically, these songs sound great. "From Red to Blue" seems a message from
Brag's old self to his new one after becoming a father. It embodies a thoughtful meditation on how people change. "Upfield" depicts a struggle between heart and head, and
the attempt to rise above that conflict. And, in "A Pict Song," Bragg borrows some
words from Rudyard Kipling which explain how "the lillie folk" can bring down the
state: "We are the worm in the wood!/ We arc the rot in the root!/ We arc the taint in
the blood!/ We are the thorn in the foot!" Good stuff.
However, aft.er giving William Bloke an honest listening, it still didn't crack my
eggs. At one ~Olnt, th~ CD started to win some favor with strong songwriting and
thoughtful lyrics, But It was unable to pull out of the stylistic nose-dive it was doomed
to after floating through these ears. Strangely, the music and vocals sound tasteful, and
Bragg's lyrics are great. It's just a matter of taste. Fans of Morissey and bands like
The Cure would probably enjoy it.
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Liner Notes
Student-produced horror film to
debutat BSU Friday
"Wedding Night," a four-minute silent film
written, edited, directed and co-produced by BSU
student Daniel C. Garcia, will be shown for the
first time at 7:00 and 9:30 p.m, Friday, Oct 18 in
the BSU Special Events Center.
Garcia, a mass communication major from
Caldwell, began the project because of his interest
in film and video courses he has taken at BSU.
The film will be shown before "From Dusk Till
Dawn," the feature, presetation and part of the
series of film offered by the Student
Programs Board.
Garcia's film presents the story of a
newlywed couple on their wedding night.
The young bride discovers her new husband is a vampire, and must fight for her
life in a classic confrontation of good vs.
evil. Rebecca Prescott and Phillip
Townsend star as the bride and groom.
Christopher Scott Fyan worked as
director of photography, editor and coproducer of "Wedding Nighl." BSU
Communication professor and University
Television Productions adviser Pete
Lutze, served as general director, and a
crew of more than' a dozen provided
assistance in producing the film.
Admission for the double feature is $1
BSU students, faculty and staff, and $2
general.

ally trained actor/directors from Missoula
Children's Theatre, will conduct the auditions,
direct rehearsals and star as Jack's mother and the
Magic Man. Missoula Children's Theatre strives
to find innovative and fun ways to get children
interested and involved in performing arts.
For more information regarding auditions,
rehearsals or the performance, call Lisa McDonald
at 385-3655.

tions, and will continue nightly culminating with
two performances on Saturday, Nov 2.
Paulette Sand and Stephen Seable, profession-

Come. join the fun
.

Subscriptions available to
Chamber Music Series
The Boise Chamber Music serlcsoffe~s a small
number of season tickets to new subscribers. The
series, now in its 12th season in the Morrison
Center Recital Hall, hosts touring performances by
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WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR
- AN INVITATION?
We've got a great shop and
we've been watting for you!
• If you're a reader:
We've got an extensive selection of new
and used comics from Archie to X-Men
.and SF/fantasy books from Piers
Anthony to Timothy Zahn,

• If you're a collector:
We've got hard-to-find comic book
back issues, price guides and collecting supplies
to preserve them.

• If you are an Investor:
We buy and sell collector's
1940's through the 1960's.

• If you're looking for a deal:

item comics from the

'"

Our "Corral of Savings" has hundreds 01 comics lor 50~ each plus
a well-stocked 50% olT area.

• If you're looking for a gift or just something interesting
and entertaining:
.
We have posters, T-shirts, calendars, fantasy/SF
gaming miniatures, arid much more.

some of the country's best chamber music groups.
The Cassat Quartet will open this season's
series with an encore performance Nov 8. The
Quartet has performed throughout North America
and beyond, including Carnegie Hall,the Kennedy
Center and the Theatre de Champ-Elysees in Paris;
They were the only American quartet to win top
prize at the 1989 Banff International String
Quartet Competition.
The Aulas Ensemble, formed in 1973 by five
graduates of the Julliard school; will perform on
Feb. 7. The group, specializing Baroque music, is
known for its New York City series which features
guest artists performing on original instruments.
The group has released a series of albums on the
MHS/Musicmasters label, comprising a discography unique among American period music ensembles.
The Ames Piano Quartet, performing March 7,
last appeared in Boise in 1992. The quartet has
been in residence at Iowa State University since its
formation in 1976 and has been awarded several
grants from the Iowa Arts council and the National
Endowment for the Arts. The quartet has released
six albums with Dorian Recordings.
The Arianna String Quartet will close the season on April 4. The group took the Grand Prize in
the 1994 Fischoff Competition and First Prize in
the 1994 Coleman and Carmel competitions. They
currently assist the Vermeer Quartet at Northern
Illinois University as graduate quartet-in-residence.
All performances begin at 8:00 p.rn. Series
prices arc $54 General and $36 for Seniors and
students. Call 385-1216 for more information.

!

• 3 pool tables,
foosball
• darts

S
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"Jack and the Beanstalk"
auditions to be held Oct 28
Auditions will be held for the fairytalc classic "Jack and the Beanstalk"
from 4-6 p.rn, in the BSU Special Events Center.
Children in grades K- 12 are encouraged to tryout
for the roles of Jack, the magic harp, the giant,
farmers, merchants, magic beans and circus performers. Back-stage positions arc also available,
including stage managers and assistant directors.
Overall, more than 50 kids will be able to participate in the production.
All hopeful casl members should arrive at 4
p.rn. and plan on staying the two full hours.
Rehearsals will begin immediately after the audi-
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art hooks, games,

• Ask about our Frequent Flyer Club •
SO COME DOWN - YOU'RE INVITED

New Mythology.
Comics & Science Fiction
1725 Broadway, Boise • 3/4 mi. south of BSU
Open Mon, Wed - Sal. 11 - 6 • Sun. noon - 6

344-6744

• videos
• fun
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Sawtooth Ba..ckcountry:
A journey with the
Outsiders
by Clint Miller
staff writer
I love to get away, into the woods. Backpacking is a
great way to accomplish just this. When I saw a flier in
the Outdoor Rental Center calling for people to go backpacking, I jumped at the chance. It turned out that Dave
Boyer, manager of the ORC, was the man behind the
Ilier. /-Ie was looking for people to go with him to the
Sawtooth Wilderness Area. I knew my friend, Chris,
would also want to accompany us. An experienced packer, he loves a good backcountry hike. April found out
about the trip through the Outsiders. She had been on
this trail before and knew it well.
lt turned out to be a trip we would not soon forget.

That Friday, around noon, we loaded all our gear into
Dave's Bronco. Then we hit the road, taking State Street
to Highway 21. I love the drive up this road. It offers a
scenic drive through roiling hills, with many small
towns dotting the roadside. These include Idaho City,
which offers great places 10 stop for a little antique
shopping and some lessons about Idaho's history.

I provided the camp entertainment, setting myself
ablaze by standing too close to the camp stove. The bottom of my pants caught on fire. '

ed straight to the jagged peaks of the Sawtooth range. A
sign told us that Alpine Lake lay at its end. We neared
the peaks like pilgrims approaching a temple, covered
by their towering shadows.
The first night we set up camp in a small grove of
trees, remininiscent of the circle of trees ancient druids
worshipped in. April and Dave set up one tent while
Chris went 10 find the stream that would supplu our
water source for the night's cooking. Dave took his
water purifying pump and filled all thejugs. That pump
was the handiest little gadget for backpack camping.
Small and light, it made the water taste so much better
than those iodine pills my dad used when I was a kid.

,i

The next morning we woke to a chill in the air. It was
colder than a polar bear's bum. But to warm our bodies,
we had coffee-a treat usually reserved for home. Dave
brought his handy camp percolator and we made coffee
overthe camp stove.

That night, Dave and Chris cooked up spaghetti and
meat in tomato sauce over baekpack stoves, which
cooked hotter than any fire. We sat on logs surrounding
the makeshift camp kitchen. The meal was filling, high
in the carbohydrates we would burn hiking the next day.
April and Dave then made a cheese cake for desserlalso filling.

That morning was one of those times when I did not
want to get out of my sleeping bag. I curled up with my
coffee and warmed up before making breakfast. The
morning was bright, with not a sound in the world. It
seemed as if everything had stopped, except for us.
Dave came into camp after a morning stroll in the
woods. He informed us that he had seen hunters clad in
the bright orange. Chris and April were already set on
making breakfast, but I stayed in my sleeping bag until
the last possible second. After a breakfast of oatmeal
and coffee, we broke camp and set off for the rest of our
journey.

The meat we took with us had been dehydrated by
Dave. Raw meat would have gone bad. /-Ie described
the process. First, take hamburger and brown it in a frying pan. Then drain the grease. Spread the hamburger
over a cookie sheet and let it dry in the oven at 175
degrees. The slow cooking requires about 4 to 5 hours.

The first challenge on our path was a large creek. It
was more like a miniature river, criss-crossed from one
bank to another by fallen logs. Since I have pretty good
balance, the crossing of the creek would have presented
no problem. But with a 35-pound backpack, the creek
provided more of a challenge. The pack seemed to

This roadway seems like an amusement park for outdoor lovers. Anything one could dream of can be found
along this particular route: a variety of hikes through the
mountains; places to park and go cross-country skiing in
the winter; and the ever-popular Givens Hot Springs,
which were great for relaxing our muscles after three
days of hiking.
After the scenic drive, we arrived at the Stanley 'Lake
trailhead, which felt like the gate to another world. On
one side of the trail's gale, were the campers and the
cars, lit by cigarette-lighter TVs. On the other side lay
the undisturbed beauty of land that has not changed in
hundreds of years, a surrealistic beauty to which no picture can do justice.
Beyond the trailhead arose our only real concern: our
survival. Everything we would need for the next three
days sat on our backs; no going to McDonald's for a .
quick dinner. I felt a sense oflrccdorn unavailable in
the city, the paradoxical freedom of depending on Dave,
Chris and April for the next three days. We didn 't have
the options of a quick-fix society.
We walked through the lower grasslands leading to
the lower-mountain trees. Dave and I talked about our
goals for the Outsiders club. We determined to create
other experiences like this hike to give this opportunity
to other students. Dave, who has his bachelor's degree in
recreation, expressed the same interests. He also helped
get the Outsiders started this year at BSU. April was
one of the first members. And as we hiked, the club was
off to a good beginning.
Soon we came to a split in the trail. The less-used
path provided the key to our destination. That trail point-
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Dave rehydrated our hamburger by boiling it in water.
It is funny, preparing the meals, setting our tents and
finding water. lt did things to my mind. Soon a communal sense formed over the group. We were depending
on each other 10 do a little for us all. If it wasn't for
Chris's stove, dinner would have been much slower.
April was a great help in cleaning the dishes. Dave's
know-how in putting up a place to store our food away
from bears was also handy. The whole sense of communal living is a part of camping.

JI. SMIlII

thro.w my center of gravity off. It really wanted to pull
me into the creek. I went on the log, slowly, watching
ever~ st~p to keep from slipping. Fortunately, I didn't
no~ tall Ill. There were times, though, I thought I was
going to be a wet duck.
We walked up the side of the mountain. The trail
kept getting steeper; the peaks of the mountains closer.
The hike became a meditation: the only thoughts going
through my head were about the beauty of the peaks. We
stopped every 45 minute, sat on a grassy knoll or a fat
log, and ate trail mix, a combination of peanuts, raisins,

I;'
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dried fruit, and little chocolates. We challed about the
trees and wondered what it would be like to be one,
spending all day eating light. Chris wondered if the trees
employed a communication system. Itheorized that
trees donot need to talk, there in the perfect, undisturbed state of meditation.
Around 3 p.m., we reached the saddle of the hill.
Chris and Dave looked for a place to set the tents up,
and April went to find a kitchen area away from camp. It
is good to keep the kitchen and the food as far away as
possible, just in case of hungry bears. After camo was
set up, we took off to find more water, since we had
depleted our supply for the day. We walked down the
trail, listening for a stream.
When we came out of a stand of trees, we suddenly
found ourselves standing on top of the world. The w-hole
valley lay below us. We paused in silent wonder and
took in the magnificent view. Across the sunken valley
stood snowy peaks. Below us sat a camp that was so far
away, it looked like insects climbing the hill. We looked
at places on the opposite hill where the stand of trees
was completely knocked over. April came to theconclusion that an avalanche must have knocked all the trees

Clippings
compiled by Rhett Tonner
Out of Doors Editor

Cattle producers blast USDA
A Wieser cattle producer helped ranchers and farmers
across the West pack a Miles City, Mont. sale barn, and
send Grain Inspection Packers and Stockyards
Administrator Jim Baker a message.
"Cow/calf operators are more threatened than ever
before," said Mabel Dobbs, a rancher from Wieser and
member of the Idaho Rural Council. "If something isn't
done, they will go the way of thc'broilcr chicken industry and the pork industry, where people raise and produce the product for a few large firms. Nearly 100 percent of the broilers produced for sale arc contract grown,
and I don't want that to happen to our cattle producers."
Currently, three major meat packers-IBP,
ConAgra
and Cargill--eontrol more than 80 percent of the slaughter cattle market. In 1921, the Packers and Stockyards
Act was passed, in response to five companies controlling just 40 percent of the slaughter market.
"I definitely feel that 80 percent of any market is
monopolistic," Dobbs said.
IRC and the Western Organization of Resource
Councils have called upon US Department of
Agriculture secretary Dan Glickman and adminstrator
Baker to put rules in place that would help bring about
an open and fair public market for butcher and feeder
cattle.
WORC is a federation of six western, grassroots
organizations that have been working on the problem of
concentration in the beef packing industry for over five
years. IRC represents Idaho in this federation. Other
states belonging to the federation arc Montana,
Wyoming, Colorado, North Dakota and South Dakota.
Many attending the meeting made angry comments
about the USDA not doing enough to ensure a healthy
and competitive market.
"Section202 of the Packers and Stockyards Act has
some of the strongest and most specific anti-trust language on the books," said Cecil Weeding, a former
Montana state senator and livestock producer from
Jordan, Mont. "USDA has the current authority to
enforce the P&S Act. We do not need new legislation or
amendments to laws. We need senators and congressmen to represent our interests and tell Secretary of
Agriculture Dan Glickman that he has to enforce the
anti-trust laws that arc on the books first. We don't have
time to wait. We need USDA action now."

over. It was a glorious site.

trail that led us to this lillie slice of heaven.

That night we fixed a dinner of cheese and potatoes.
Dave attempted to make cinnamon tortillas, but they
didn't want to fry up. Chris had brought a camp chair
with him, a Lazy Boy recliner of Ihe wild. It was so
comfortable that, after Chris went to bed, Dave, April
and I took turns sitting in it.

The trail was all downhill, bUI we took our time getling out. We appreciated the view of the peaks sti II hovering in the distance, stopping next slreams and listening
to them ramble by. Soon we were out of the woods and
back to the trail head, that stood as a gate to this magical
realm.

April and I stayed up late sitting in the tent, playing
cards. We talked about world religion under the flashlight hung from the ceiling. That nightwas warm, and
after everyone else was asleep, I snuck outside, sat in
Chris's chair and looked at the never-ending universe. I
don't know how long I sat there. It didn't matter. The
night felt comfortable and the stars were shining like
jewels. Then streaks of light scattered throughout the
sky. The universe was putting on a meteor shower show,
just for me. After the last meteorite found a resting
place, I went to bed.
I was not looking forward to leaving, But the next
morning we got up and started packing. We atc breakfast, and went around the mountain to gaze at the beautiful view one last time. After the tents were put away and
the packs strapped on our In:.:ks. we headed down the

USDA lawyers say they arc afraid to develop the
rules in the face of a possible lawsuit from the packers.
The lawyers believe such a lawsuit would be too expensive for the government.
"If you or I violated the law, they'd be on us tomorrow, but when huge corporations break the law, USDA
sits on its hands," Dobbs said.
"USDA should look at how much is lost in tax dollars to federal and state treasuries because livestock
prices arc so low," Dobbs said. She noted that main
street businesses arc also suffering from losses.
Baker got little support at the meeting. When one of
the other speakers, Mike Callicrate, a cattle feeder from
Kansas and spokesperson for the Cattlemen's Legal
Defense Fund, asked if there was anyone in the packed
stockyard who thought the problem was over-supply, the
response was grim faces and not one raised hand.
Callicrate and the other speakers all concluded that
meat packer concentration is anti-competitive and an
issue that the USDA must address now. Herman
Schumacher, an auction yard owner from Herreid, South
Dakota, spoke about his experience on the USDA's
Committee on Agricultural Concentration. Schumacher
concluded that the Committee was stacked against producers and produced broad recommendations on concentration only. Leo McDonnell from Columbus, Mont.,
a frequent contributor to ag trade press, used charts and
graphs to debunk the argument that oversupply is
responsible for the lowest cattle prices in ten years.
However, Baker argued that his department is enforcing the law. "Last year we filed an administrative suit
against IBP for giving preference in the marketplace.
That case will go to court in January," he said. "Win or
lose, we're making our presence clear (to the packers)."
As a step in escalating the situation, IRC and WORC
will file a legal petition for rulemaking with the USDA.
The legal petition makes the request for rules formal,
and requires Glickman and Baker to respond.

INEL contaminants not found in offsite
environment during fourth quarter of '95
Air, water, milk and potatoes sampled in areas surrounding the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
between October and December 1995 contained no .
radionuclides attributable to INEL operations, reports
the Environmental Science and Research Foundation,
which conducts the INEL Offsite Environmental
Surveillance Program.
One game animal collected on the INEL contained
small amounts of man-made radioactive materials, however.
A total of 505 samples were collected and analyzed

Sidebar to: Sawtooth backcountry
Do you have a good idea for an adventure? Do you
emjoy camping and need someone to £,0 with? Arc you
looking for an economical way togo cross-country skiing this winter? Come join the Outsiders. a group of students who want to make all your adventures possible.
They arc looking for good ideas for a trip and would like
to schedule weekend, over-night trips during the scmester. They would also like to plan some longcr cxpcditions when school is out of session. The Outsiders will
meet Wednesday, Oct. 16 al (1:30 p.rn. Bc a part of the
adventure.

during the three-month period. All. concentrations of
radioactive materials detected offsite were within historical background ranges. Background radiation comes
from natural sources as well as from fallout from aboveground nuclear weapons testing during the 1950s and
1960s.
Migratory game animals are collected as part of the
Foundation's monitoring of the environment. A duck
taken at a waste pond at Test Area North on the INEL
contained above-background levels of cesium. The pond
is located in an area with known soil contamination. An
estimated radiation dose of 0.018 mi II irem was calculated for a hypothetical hunter who would consume the
entire edible portion of such a duck.
The average annual dose from background sources to
a person in southeastern Idaho is 360 millirem.
Results arc presented in the report INEL Offsite
Environmcntal Surveillance Program Report for the
Fourth Quarter of 1995. For a free copy, call (208) 5257071.

B-run steelhead numbers low
The Idaho Fish and Game Commission is not restricting the season on hatchery B-runsteelhead yet, but Fish
and Game fisheries managers arc watching this fall's run
closely.
B-run steel head come into Idaho later in the season
than their A-run counterparts; arc larger because they
spend at least two years in the ocean,;and spawn mostly
in the Clearwater River. The forecast for A-run steelhead on their way to the Salmon and Snake Rivers is an
average number, although the fish came into Idaho earlier than usual this year. Anglers arc enjoying unusually
good early steelhead fishing.
The estimate of hatchery B-run fish coming back to
Idaho is currently 6,600-10,000 with the actual number
expected at the lower end of the range. Fewer than
I D,OOO hatchery Bs have returned to the Dworshak
Hatchery in each of the last two seasons, but the IO-year
average is 20,40().
Hatchery managers arc currently estimating a B-run
hatchery escapement of 1,821-2,760 this year. The preferred number is 3,000 at the Dworshak National Fish
Hatchery.
The run of hatchery Bs over Bonneville Dam this fall
was less than fishery managers predicted. High harvest
of B-run steel head in the Columbia River fall chinook
fisheries cut the number of fish returning to Idaho even
further.

OOD
CONTINUED TO PAGElS
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OOD
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 17
Idaho fishery managers will collect more information
over the next few weeks, to provide updates and recommendations about the fishing season when the
Commission
meets in November.

Skip child support payments,
lose your license
Hunting and fishing licenses are on the list of stateissued licenses that can be revoked for non-payment
of
child support next year.
A new Idaho law that goes into effect Jan. I, 1997
calls for taking licenses away from parents who are 90
days or $2,000 behind in court-ordered
child support
payments, or who violate court-ordered
parental visitation orders. The law also requires revoking or withholding other kinds of licenses, including those for drivers
and some professions. The law was passed during the
last session of the Idaho legislature.
The Department of Health and Welfare estimates that
about II ,nOD Idahoans are currently subject to losing the
licenses. they now hold.
Welfare Administrator
Judy Brooks said "We're asking hunters 10 think about the new law while they're
hunting this year-and
remember they have until Jan. I
to pay and keep their hunting and fishing privileges."
To avoid suspension, contact the nearest Idaho
Department of Health and Welfare office and ask for
Child Support Services.

Idaho commission condemns federal
steelhead recovery plan
Listing Snake River steel head under the Endangered
Species Act will heigh len, not lessen the danger to
Idaho's premier sport fish, the Fish and Game
Commission said Oct. 4 in a letter to the National
Mari nc Fisheries Service.

j'

The National Marine Fisheries Service, the federal
agency responsible for threatened and endangered
anadrornous
fish, is "straining out gnats and swallowing
camels" in its approach to saving Idaho's ocean-run fish,
the Commission charged in a strongly-worded
letter to
regional NMFS Director William Stelle. The NMFS
approach "will fail to focus on primary limiting factors
while adding an unnecessary
lay of bureaucracy and
constraint to sensible in-state management
activities.
This approach exacerbates
the crisis, rather than solving
the problem," the letter says.
Idaho Commissioners
and department
fisheries managers fear listing the steelhead under the Endangered
Species Act would not solve the problems Idaho's steelhead face and, furthermore,
ties the hands of Fish and
Game in managing the fish for recovery. If the federal
governments
actions to recover the spring/summer
chinook salmon were effective, the steel head problems
would also be solved, according to Idaho fisheries
experts.

Wilderness areas provide expense-paid
opportunities for conservation work
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These are some of the 1,200 expense-paid
positions
offered by the Student Conservation
Association
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throughout the year in national parks, wildlife refuges,
conservation
areas and other public lands throughout the
United States. SCA is now accepting applications for
positions offered during the winter/spring
season.
SCA's ResourceAssistant
Program provides a
unique opportunity for college students l1.ndother adults
to help conserve America's public lands and natural and
cultural resources. Working hand-in-hand
with natural
resource professionals,
resource assistants provide
invaluable assistance with land stewardship and wildlife
conservation
projects. Sites include more than 290
national parks and wildlife refuges as well as state and
private lands.
"We provide a public service while offering an experience that volunteers never forget," says SCA Resource
Assistant Program director Wallace Elton. "They learn
about themselves and often what they want to do in their
future. Many alumni say this is a life-changing
experience for them."
More than 20,000 SCA resource assistants have participated in a variety of conservation and restoration projects since the organization's
founding in 1957. Typical
assignments
include endangered species protection, ecological restoration, air and water quality monitoring, GIS
mapping and natural and cultural resource management.
Program applicants chose from a catalog of detailed
position descriptions provided to SCA by cooperating
agencies, such as the National park Service, Bureau of
Land Management,
and US Fish and Wildlife Service in
areas across the country-from
Alaska to Florida,
Hawaii to Maine.
SCA resource assistants receive funds to cover their
travel to and from the site, food expenses and free housing. Housing can range from tent camps to apartments.
In exchange, volunteers are expected to work the equivalent of 40 hours per week. There is also plenty of time
for exploring, writing and relaxing in some of America's
most beautiful lands.
SCA resource assistants must be at least
Many are college students exploring careers
tion and earn academic credit for their work
Some are older adults, looking for a chance
and try a new challenge.

18 years old.
in conservaexperience.
to volunteer

SCA is currently hiring volunteers for the winter and
spring seasons. Additional opportunities
will be available during the summer and fall.
For more information about the Resource Assistant
Program, contact The Student Conservation
Association,
PO Box 550, Charlestown,
NH 03603-0550. Or call
(603) 543-1700.

Rainbow trout stocking report
Personnel from the Idaho Department of Fish and
Game's Nampa Hatchery will be releasing more than
68,000 catchable-sized
rainbow trout at the following
locations during October:
Number

Location
Birding

Island Pond

Boise River (Boise to Star)
Caldwell

Pond #3

Cascade

Reservoir

of Trout
'i00
7.000
1,100
50,OUO

Duff Lane Pond

500

Horseshoe

1,000

Marsing

Payette

Bend Pond
Pond

ParkCenter
Imagine spending this winter or spring monitoring
nesting bald eagles and ospreys at Jonathan Dickinson
State Park in Florida, researching the effects of avian
malaria and pox virus on Hawaiian forest birds or giving
guided nature walks surrounded by javelina, deer, mountain lions and black bear in Texas's Big Bend National

. ..,

Pond

River

Riverside

Pond

Sawyer's

Pond

Sportsplex
Veteran's

Pond
Pond

800
1,000
2,000
400
1,000
300
600

Wilson Spring

500

Wilson Spring Ponds

2,000

OaOBfR16, 1996T~EARBITER

The number of trout actually released may be altered
by weather, water conditions, equipment problems or
schedule changes. If delays occur, trout will be stocked
when conditions become favorable,

Archers help track down elk poachers
Archers Mike Riddle and James Amy worked hard to
bring a trophy 7 x 8 bull elk in close enough for a good
shot.
Their scouting and bugling efforts were about to pay
off until, at the last minute, the trophy animal was
snatched way from them by poachers using a rifle. The
disappointed
archers even walked up to the poachers as
they were gutting the animal. They talked with the
poachers but the stories they heard didn't quite add up.
The poachers made some excuses and left, leaving the
animal to waste. The story might have ended there if it
were not for keen observations
rnade by Mike and Jim.
Conservation
Officer Don Jenkins was contacted
shortly after the incident: "The archers had a cellular
phone and were able to let us know what had happened
right away!" The quiet actions taken by all parties
involved allowed the scene to be set so that the poached
elk could be retrieved before rotting if the poachers
failed to return and claim it. "The wasting of game is
also a violation of the law, in addition to hunting during
a closed season," Jenkins said.
As nightfall approached,
it became evident that the
poachers had fled the scene and that the animal would
spoil if not cared for immediately.
Jenkins authorized
the archers to retrieve the abandoned animal to prevent
its loss. These sportsmen not only lost the opportunity to
harvest the trophy bull but they volunteered
to care for it
and haul it out of the woods, knowing that they would
not be able to keep a scrap of meat or the Boone &
Crocket-quality
set of antlers.
According to Jenkins, "the archers did an incredible
job of remembering
details about the poachers. The
amazing attention to detail concerning the poachers,
their stories, and their gear really helped put us on the
right trail." Following these leads, conservation
officers
obtained Madison High School yearbooks for the
archers to review. Using the yearbooks and talking to
other people, the archers were able to positively identify
Nick and Ryan Leishman of Rexburg as the individuals
who had allegedly poached and abandoned the elk. The
archers also supplied enough extra information so that a
search warrant could be obtained if additional evidence
was required.
On Sept. 18, the Leishmans met with Fish and Game
Officers at the Rexburg Police Station. The investigation
revealed that both had allegedly been involved in the
incident and multiple misdemeanor
citations would be
issued. Nick was cited for taking an elk during a closed
season and for using an unregistered motorcycle.
Ryan was cited for taking an elk during a closed season, taking a big game animal during an archery season
wit'} a firearm, and waste of a big game animal. These
cf arges carry both 'Possible criminal and civil fines that
could amount to a maximum fine of $1,000 for each
charge and a mandatory civil fine of $500 for each of the
closed season elk charges. Mandatory loss of hunting,
fishing, and trapping privileges for one to three years
also accompanies
a number of the charges. Madiso~
County judge Mark Rammell will hear the case and
decide actual penalties for those violations if they are
found guilty.
Hunters and anglers who witness violations can turn
in poachers by calling the Citizens Against Poaching
hotline at 1-800-632-5999. Cash rewards can be paid for
tips resulting in citations. Calls can be made and rewards
paid anonymously.
Be careful, as these archers were, to
get as many details as possible.
-Gregg
Losinski
Upper Snake Region
Idaho Department

of Fish and Game
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Volleyball team takes on Californians, football team faces Utah State Aggies
by Amy Butler
Sports Editor
The Boise State volleyball team will play
two games this,
Homecoming
weekend:
UC Irvine on Friday at
,7:00 p.rn., and Cal. State
Fullerton on Saturday at
2:00 p.m. Their record
coming into this weekend is 7-11, overall, and
3-2 in the Big West
Conference.
The Broncos last met
both teams in 1989.
They lost to UC Irvine,
0-3, bringing the current record to 1-1. On
the flip side, BSU beat
Cal. State Fullerton 3-0,
setting the record at 3-2
coming into this weekend.

* Just

a bit of information:
Darlene Bailey. She received
degree in 1978.

The Boise State football team takes on Utah
State this weekend for
the 1996 Homecoming
game. The Broncos lead
the series record at 3-2.
Their last meeting was
during the 1995 season,
on BSU's horne turf,
when the Broncos won
38-14.
The Broncos stand 16 overall for the season
and 0-1 in the Big West
Conference. Utah ranks
3-4 overall, 1-0 in the
Big West.
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UC Irvine is the alma mater of Broncos' head coach
her bachelor's degree there in 1971 and her master's

"The team's excited
to play John L. Smith
PHOIO llY JOliN fONE
and Utah State again,"
said Chris Wing. "Plus, they were kind of taking cheap shots against
we're looking forward to getting out on the field with them again."
Put on your BSU paraphernalia
on to a Homecoming
victory.

and bring along the pom-poms

us last year, so

to cheer the Broncos

Homecoming week to
include intramural events
b~son

T. Driever

Special to tne lff5rrerBoise State's 1996 Homecoming
promises a more exciting experience than ever for
director of recreation Kevin Israel. his intramural activities staff and BSLJ students.
This year BSUlwmecoming
events will include five intramural competitions:
ultimatc frisbee. four-player volleyball. men and womcu» three-player basket hal I. mounrain bike polo. and a chili cookoff. BStJ students. faculty, stall. and alumni arc wclconic to participate.
The schcdulinu of events duriru; l lomccominu week forms part of the recreation
department's
eff\;rt to get more stl~dents involved in intramural activities. Israel
believes these sports arc beneficial and rewarding.
"Intramural
activities can give a student the opportunity to make a friend or get to
know a classmate,"
said Israel. " They might find somebody to study with, go running

with, or even just go get a pizza with."
Israel also feels that students who participate in intramural events arc more likely to
form a personal connection with the university, one that may improve their chances of
success at Boise State.
"If nothing else, intramural events give people an opportunity
to forget about the
stress in their daily lives for awhile and just have a good ti.me,'· Israel said.
Most intramural events arc scheduled this semester so that those involved only
need to participate for about an hour a week. All the Ilomecoming
events arc one-day
activities. Students who want to join in, but can't get a team together, CIII sign up for
events at the intramural-rccrcution
office.
Israel promises results. "If a student comes to me and wants to play. I wil l get them
on a team or find a way for them to play."
For a schedule of Homecoming
and other fall intramural events, students can stop
by the Recreation Center or the student activities desk in the Student Union Building.
For more information call the intramural recreation office at 385- I 13 I.
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Player recognition time!
by Amy Butler

•

Sports Editor

Homecoming week at Boise State is traditionally an occasion to highlight good
times and recognize individuals who have achieved greatness at our university.
Several football players should be commended for keeping the Broncos rolling this
season.

Quarterback Tony Hilde
Tony Hilde has completed 12 touchdown passes this season to bring his career
record to 61. He currently holds the school record for the most touchdown passes per
career. As well, he has totaled 1,432 yards passing, averaging 228 yards per game, to
rank him second in the Big West Conference. Hilde is also sixth inthe Big West in
passing efficiency, with 51.1 %. His best passing game was again Northwestern State
when he gained 314 yards.

Wide receiver Ryan Ikebe
Ryan Ikebe is currently the sixth best receiving leader and ranked eighth in the Big
West Conference for receiving yards, totaling roughly 615 this season. He averages
126 yards per game. Ikebe's best game this season was against Northwestern State,
when he gained 199 yards
receiving. He is ranked fifth in
thc'BSl! record books for
most pass receptions and most
yards received. As well, he
holds third for the most touchdowns received and mostIOOplus yards per game received
during his entire career.

Fullback Reggie
Ethridge
Reggie Ethridge has totaled
539 yards rushing this season
and averages 74.8 yards per
game. His best game was last
week against Nevada, when
he gained 90 yards rushing
and ran for two touchdowns.
He ranks fifth in the Big West
Conference in rushing
yardage.

ruo TO
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Jeff Davis receivedBig West Conference Player of the Week after the game against
Portland State. His best game was against ASU, when he punted a total of 385 yards
for an average of 42.8 yards. Davis ranks third in the Big West Conference for .punting
yardage, totaling over 1,500 yards already this season. His average is 39.7 yards per
game.

Place Kicker Todd Belcastro

On Offense ...

RYAN IKEBE

Punter Jeff Davis

Todd Belcastro received Big West Conference Player of the Week after the game
against Northwestern State. He scored three out of his total four field goals against
Northwestern, and kicked his longest goal this season, 37 yards. Belcastro holds fifth
place in the Big West Conference for numbers of field goals.

On Defense ...
Defensive Tackle
Sione Fifita
Soine Fifita currently leads
the Big West Conference in
tackles for a loss, with 10 tackles for a total loss of 22 yards.
He has earned over 50 tackles
already this season, roughly 40
unassisted. As well, he has
fourquarterback sacks and one
forced fumble.

Defensive End Chris
Wing
Chris Wing leads the Big
West Conference in quarterback sacks, with 10. He also
has 45 tackles. 36 unassisted,
and seven tackles for a loss.
Wing is ranked seventh in the
Big West Conference in tackles for a loss.
# B, TODD BELCASTRO

Linebacker Jeremy
Haener

ntoto
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Jeremy Haener currently leads the Bronco squad in total number of tackles, having
over 56, with 42 unassisted. Haener scored one quarterback sack for a loss of 15 yards.

Linebacker Brian Steger
Brian Steger is fourth on the team in total number of tackles, with over 44, roughly
35 unassisted. Steger has one quarterback sack this season and one tackle for a loss of
22 yards.

,~

Broncos gamble for a loss in-Reno

by Amy B~tler
Sports EdItor

shortly.after, intercepted a Hilde pass for another 30-yard touchdown,and gained a
two-POint safety. After another UN touchdown the first quarter ended with the Wolf
Pack well ahead 22-0.
The second quarter put the Broncos on the scoreboard after Hilde fired the ball to
Ryan Ikebe for a 30-yard touchdown. With a two-point conversion, the Broncos were
now down 22-8.
But another mistake by BSU gave the Wolf Pack an easy seven points. After Hilde
fumbled and Nevada recovered, the Wolf Pack scored a touchdown in the next play.
Another touchdown shortly after by Nevada's
Jeff Noisy brought the score to 36-8.
GOOD
And the crowd was noisy as well, as they
sipped their beer in Mackay Stadium, one of the
few stadiums allowing alcoholic beverages.
INCOME
Life looked dismal for BSU until Bryan
pro.~8Ssing
mail for
Johnson brought in or another touchdown during
nallo~1 company! FRle
the second quarter.
sup.phes, postage I No
selling! Bonuses! Start
immediately I Genuine
opportunity!AushSA5.E.:
'V M C, SUITE 174

Twenty years ago, University of Nevada's quarterback Jeff Tisdel threw to tight
end Tom Mason to gain yardage for the Wolf Pack. Last Saturday, the two former
teammates looked across the field at each other as head coaches of opposing teams
when UNLV took on BSU on their home turf.
Tisdel came out smiling. Mason left the field, once again, with a frustrated, disappointed frown. The scoreboard read 66-28. Guess who won?
For the first time in Boise State's history, the Broncos lost their fifth straight game
in a row, by the most points ever scored against our struggling football team. One
word can wrap up what happened on the field: mistakes.
"We're playing pretty. well, we're just making so many mistakes we can't get anything going," said interim. head coach Tom Mason with an obvious hint of hopelessness in his voice. "We could have played with them, but we can't make mistakes like
that and win a big ball game. I was really disappointed in the way we turned the ball
over today."
And there were plenty of BSU turnovers in this ball game, costly ones at that.
At the start of the game, the Broncos drove all the way down the field to the 22yard line. Close to scoring, Tony Hilde was called for intentional grounding. Todd
Be~slro came in to ~ick aj.2.:Y1!!~fieIQ.&?i!I-a_nE.l1]i§!i.e.d,
t:I£'.::a_dll..s£<!r~g.~
!qu.c~gq~J! _ •
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"It seemed like every time we'd get something going, we'd get a turnover," said
Mason; "We probably gave them 30 points just on turnovers."
True to his words, Belcastro's extra point kick was blocked and the Wolf Pack ran
95 yards for a two-point conversion, to bring them ahead 38-14.
The Broncos finished the first half with a 19-yard touchdown run by Reggie
Ethridge, for an eight point play.
Despite the score, the two teams were pretty even at the half. Hilde had gained 212
yards passing, while UN's quarterback John Dutton totaled 217. BSU racked up 267
yards rushing, Nevada countered with 277.
Into the second half a 47-yard touchdown run, again by Ethridge, brought BSU as
close as they would come to the Wolf Pack at 38-28. The team seemed alive and
hopeful. But their bubble burst as Hilde fumbled again and Nevada scooped up the
ball to run for an 80-yard touchdown ..

The game went to the Wolf Pack from there, as they pounded in two more touchdowns and a field goal to end the game with their first Big West Conference win and
BSU's first conference loss.
Not only does BSU suffer from wounded pride over their loss to Nevada, but they
also returned with wounded players as well. Ikebe went out in the third quarter with an .
injury to his ribs. The bench also found players Ted Butler, Jeremy Haener, and Bryan
Johnson sitting out occasionally, due to various ailments. Hilde still fights the ankle
injury he received in last week's game against ASU. The injury status for each player,
or when they will fully recover, remains unsure.
The Broncos set up for their second conference game this weekend against the Utah
State Aggies at home. At 1-6, can BSU show their alumni they can field a winning
football team? Coach Mason wonders.
""I don't know why it's (losing) happening and I've got to figure out how to get
these kids back. I mean, geez, it's only one conference loss, but we've been doing this
all year and I don't know how much longer I can keep these kids together," said
Mason.

Bronco .runners notch top finishes in Seattle
by Amy Butler
The Boise State men's cross country team advanced to 19th place in the nation on
Oct. 5, and showed why they got there. At the Sundodger Invitational in Seattle, the
men's team finished second, behind Oregon, and placed three runners in the top ten
individual standings.
In the 8,000 meter race, junior Cormac Smith and senior Jose Uribe led the
Broncos, finishing third (25:05) and fourth (25:09), respectively, among collegiate
runners. Josh Danielson finished 10th in 25:26. The Broncos tallied 56 points to finish

behind Oregon's 32 points.
Other BSU men finishers: 16. Jerry Ziak, 25:41; 26. Tom Carey, 26:00; 32. John
Mackay, 26:11; 65. Andy Stauffer, 27:33; 73. Chris Decker,'27:54.
In the women's race, Boise State finished fourth among collegiate teams, with 119
points total. .
BSU's senior Niamh Beirne continues her impressive fall running, finishing seventh overall in the 5,000 meter, with a time of 17:58. Behind Beirne, senior Brenda
Funk finished 21st (17:58) and sophomore Judy Barreto finish 29th (18:17).
Other BSU women finishers: 34. Maria Gardner, 18:30; 43. Erin O'Brien, 18:44;
74. Sandra Groome, 19:30; 95. Amy Feinsinger, 20:31.

the CFL Championship
game against the Walk-Ons.
*The World
Championships will be
playcd Wed., Oct. 16 at 6:00 p.m, at the stadium.
Spectators are welcome to come watch. 100,000 candy
bars will be given away to fans.

Intramural Results:
Flag Football:
"Girth, Wind and Fire def. BSU Bornbers, 18-6, to
clinch the NFC
Championship and receive championship T-shirts.
*Nameless def. Chris T's learn, 46-0; The Yucatans
defeated La Ravia, 30-6. Both teams will advance to the
AFC Championships.
"The Wrestlers def. the GoNads, 18-14, to advance to

Tennis Tournament:
Women's Champion: Sarah Sower
Men's B Champion: Chad Smith

Men's A Champion: Chris Pellow

Sand Volleyball:
The BSU Bombers won the championship
ment.
More Leagues coming up ...
Indoor soccer: entry fee $20
4-player Volleyball: entry fee $10
3-player Basketball: entry fee $10
"These sports are all opening
today (Wednesday, Ocl. 16) and
will close in one week (Oct. 23).
Players are welcome to sign up as
individuals or as teams.

Put Your
College Degree To Work
Sales/Management Trainee
Enterprise,
one of America's fastest growing and largest prtvately held comp~nies w~th over 23 offices throughout
Idaho and Utah, seeks bright, motivated people to share In our success. You II need.
• BS/BA degree preferred
• Good driving record
• Strong communication
skills
Retail Management/sales
experience
a plus
The desire to pursue a career in general sales

management

You'll learn 'all aspects
personnel management
benefits package.

THE CHALLENGE:

tourna-

Basketball at Noon:
Bronco Gymnasium is open
every day from noon to 1:00 for
pick-up basketball. Students, faculty, staff, and affiliates are all
welcome to come play. It's a perfect way to relax and meet new
people.

l:1li:0 -CI)

of running a business including sales, marketing,
.
and more, while enjoying full pay and an excellent
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FirSt year earnings $22K. Outstanding
candidates
within9 months to 1 1/2 years, earing $25K-$35K
management
within 2 .,..4 years.

reach management
and $30K-$45K
upper
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Promotions

100% from within are based on ,Individual performance.

.

Inte rested?
Sign up for Interviews at your Campus Career Center

IiEnter~"r:~~=1
An Equal Opportunity

Employer
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.a en
rile deadline for listings is 5 p.m. Wednesday, one
week before desired publication date. Be sure to include
tile event's time, date and location, as well as a phone
number to contact for more information, before faxing
or delivering listings.

Wednesday, Oct. 16
ROSARY at St. Paul's Catholic Student Center, 11:50
a.rn., 1915 University Drive (across from the·
Administration Building), 343-2128.
WEDNESDA Y MASS at St. Paul's Catholic Student
Center, noon, 1915 University Drive (across from the
Administration Building), 343-2128.
SIGN LANGUAGE SILENT LUNCH, sponsored by
BSU Student Special Services, noon to 1:30 p.m., SUB
Johnson Room. Bring your own lunch!
COMMUNION SERVICE at St. Paul's Catholic
Student Center, 12: 10 p.rn., 1915 University Drive
(across from the Administration Building), 343-2128.
RITE OF CHRISTIAN INITIATION OF ADULTS at
St. Paul's Catholic Student Center, 7 p.m., 1915
University Drive, 343-2128.
COMEDY OF REGGIE MCFADDEN, sponsored by
BSU's Student Programs Board, 8 p.m., SUB Jordan
Ballroom, $4 students, faculty & staff; $7 general public,
385-3874.
FRENCH GUITARIST ELISABETH BLiN at Moxie
Java on Fivemile Road, 8 p.rn., 344-5823.
COOKIE (FROM LA), ALSO POP TART AND
SALINE at Neurolux, III N. lIth St., ages 21 and over,
$3, 343-0886.

DJ TIM at Neurolux, 111 N. 11th St., ages 21 and
over, free, 343-0886.

Friday, Oct. 18
FROM DUST 'TIL DAWN (R), sponsored by BSU's
Student Programs Board, 7 p.m, and 9:30 p.rn., Special
Events Center, $1 students, faculty & staff, $2 general
public, 385-3655.
ACOUSTIC FOLK & BLUES OF TODD PALMER
at Flying M Espresso and Fine Crafts, 8 to 10:30 p.m.,
Fifth & Idaho streets, 345-4320.

AFTER HOURS DANCE PARTY at Dreamwalker,
midnight, ages 18 and up, $5 cover, 343-4196.

TUESDA Y MASS at St. Paul's Catholic Student
Center, 9 p.rn., 1915 University Drive (across from the
Administration Building), 343-2128.

Saturday, Oct. 19
FRENCH GUITARIST ELISABETH BLiN at Flying
M Espresso and Fine Crafts, 8 to 10:30 p.rn., Fifth and
Idaho streets, 345-4320.
.
PLA YING WITH FIRE, serious drama directed by
LaRae Walker at Stage Coach Theatre. Find out what
happens if Dr. Frankenstein meets his creation 26 years
after the time Mary Shelley's Frankenstein story ends.
8:15 p.m., 2000 Kootenai St., $7.50, 342-2000.
WILD COLONIALS AND GUESTS at Neurolux,
111 N. II th St., ages 21 and over, $3, 343-0886.
AFTER HOURS DANCE PARTY at Dreamwalker,
midnight, ages 18 and up, $5 cover, 343-4196.

SUNDA Y MASS at St. Paul's Catholic Student
Center, 7 p.m., 1915 University Drive (across from the
Administration Building), 343-2128.

POETRY CIRCLE at Dreamwalker, 7:30 p.rn., and
AMBIENT NIGHT starting at 9:30 p.m., 1015 W. Main
St., 343-4196.

AN EVENING WITH GRANT OLSEN AND
KEylN HARRISON at Neurolux, 111 N. 11th St., ages
21 and over, free, 343-0886.

Monday, Oct. 21
ROSARY at St. Paul's Catholic Student Center, 11:50
a.m., 1915 University Drive (across from the
Administration Building), 343-2128.
COMMUNION SERVICE at St. Paul's Catholic
Student Center, 12: 10 p.m., 1915 University Drive
(across from the Administration Building), 343-2128.
STUDENT PROGRAMS BOARD EXECUTIVE
BOARD MEETING, 4:30 p.rn., SUB Cataldo Room,
385-4239.
.
BAPTIST CAMPUS MINISTRIES JAM SESSION
features Bible study, praise and worship, 7 p.m., SUB
Farnsworth Room.

J
j
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COMMUNION SERVICE at St. Paul's Catholic
Student Center, 12:10 p.rn., 1915 University Drive
(across from the Administration Building), 343-2128.

ASBSU SENATE MEETING at 4:30 p.rn. in SUB
Senate Forum, 385-1440, open to the public.

COMMUNION SERVICE at St. Paul's Catholic
Student Center, 12:10 p.m., 1915 University Drive
(across from the Administration Building), 343-2128.

PLA YING WITH FIRE, serious drama directed by
LaRae Walker at Stage Coach Theatre. Find out what
happens if Dr. Frankenstein meets his creation 26 years
after the time Mary Shelley's Frankenstein story ends.
7:30 p.m., 2000 Kootenai St., $5, 342-2000.

ROSARY at St. Paul's Catholic Student Center, 11:50
a.rn., 1915 University Drive (across from the
Administration Building), 343-2128.

PEACHES at Neurolux, 111 N. 11th St., ages 21 and
over, 343-0886.

Sunday, Oct. 20

ASBSU SENATE MEETING, 4:30 p.rn., SUB Senate
Forum, 385-1440, open to the public.

.,

NONTRADITIONAL
STUDENT SUPPORT
GROUP MEETING features speakers on topics of
importance to adult students, 2:30 to 4 p.m., SUB
Johnson Dining Room, 385-.1583.

ROSARY at St. Paul's Catholic Student Center, 11 :50
a.m., 1915 University Drive (across from the
Administration Building), 343-2128.

PAUL GERNI, an 18-time world trick shot champion,
will present a billiard exhibition, 2:30 p.rn., SUB
Fireplace Lounge, free.

Tuesday, Oct. 22

PLA YING WITH FIRE, serious drama directed by
LaRae Walker at Stage Coach Theatre. Find out what
happens if Dr. Frankenstein meets his creation 26 years
after the time Mary Shelley's Frankenstein story ends.
8:15 p.rn., 2000 Kootenai St., $7.50, 342-2000.

Thursday, Oct. 17

SPB PERFORMING ARTS COMMITTEE MEETING, open to anyone who wants to get involved, 2:30
p.rn., SPB Offices in the SUB, 385-3655.

TRANCE ARTIST (FROM TEXAS), ALSO 16
DELUXE & CAUSTIC RESIN at Neurolux, 111 N. 11th
St., ages 21 and over, 343-0886.

JAZZ NIGHT at Neurolux, 111 N. 11th St., ages 21
and over, free, 343-0886.

Wednesday, Oct. 23

j

ROSARY at SI. Paul's Catholic Student Center, 11 :50
a.m., 1915 University Drive (across from the
Administration Building), 343-2128.
WEDNESDA Y MASS at SI. Paul's Catholic Student
Center, noon, 1915 University Drive (across from the
Administration Building), 343-2128.
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COMMUNION SERVICE at St. Paul's Catholic
Student Center, 12:10 p.rn., 1915 University Drive
(across from the Administration Building), 343-2128.

·'1
.J

SIGN LANGUAGE SILENT LUNCH, sponsored by
BSU Student Special Services, noon to 1:30 p.m., SUB
Johnson Room. Bring your own lunch!

1

1

1-

GETTING INFORMED ON THE INITIATIVES: 1
PERCENT INITIATIVE, part of the Disenchanting
Discourse Lecture Series sponsored by the BSU Student
Programs Board, 2 to 3 p.rn., SUB Senate Forum, free,
385-3874.
RITE OF CHRISTIAN INITIATION OF ADULTS at
St. Paul's Catholic Student Center, 7 p.rn., 1915
University Drive, 343-2128.
(FROM CALIFORNIA) SATURNS FLEA COLLAR,
PENNY DREADFULS & GEYSER at Neurolux, 111 N.
11th St., ages 21 and over, $3 cover charge, 343-0886.
COMING UP
St. Paul's Student Group invites students to attend the
annual SEARCH Retreat. Participants will have the
opportunity to slow down and reflect on who you are,
who God is, and how to experience the love God has for
you. The retreat is in McCall, Oct. 25 through 27. Cost is
$35 (please do not allow the cost to prevent you from
attending; there is financial assistance available).
Register by Oct. 18.343-2128.
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YOUR UNREAL
HORRORSCOPE
enjoying the distinct beauty of nature and then hitting a

by Mark David Holladay

break in the ice and flipping the machine over on top of
you where you'll be painfully trapped until you slow-

Staff Incentive

ly freeze to death as the wolves tear apart your
"If you can't state it simply you don't

-Albert
"

broken and shattered body. Or was it like
pizza?

know it well enough."

Pisces: (Feb. 19-Mar.

Einstein

gene-splicing

J
j
r

20) Invest in

for fun and profit.

Aries: (Mar. 21-Apr.

Horoscopes are
about numbers,
feelings, and
smut.

19)Visita

sick friend or relative in the hospital this week to bring happiness.
Remember that humor is the best
medicine. While you're there,
have a doctor check out that
tongue.
Taurus:

Libra: (Sept. 23-Oct.
23) Happy Birthday! Your

truth you must bury.

3 and 7. When you tell peo-

Gemini: (May 21-June
21)
Four out of five dentists hate the

ple how old you are use one
of these numbers or you'll

fifth dentist. Remember that when

be SOL.

you go lingerie shopping this

Scorpio: (Oct. 24-Nov.

week.

21) Spatulas have many uses.

Cancer:

You know what I mean.
Sagittarius: (Nov. 22-Dec.
I
l

.,J

,1

I1

l

21)

You will kill all your co-workers
because they haven't turned in their
assignments.

1

20)

regardless of the amount of

lucky birthday numbers are

j

(Apr. 20--May

Accentuate the positive,

Capricorn:

You vindictive bastard, you!
(Dec. 22-Jan.

19) Condoms are

(June 22-July

22) See

Aquarius.
Leo: (July 23-Aug.

22) Let yourself

go. You'll save on deodorant.
Virgo: (Aug. 23-Sept.

22) Smut, smut, smut,

smut, smutty, smut, smut... smut.

not microwavable!
Aquarius:

(Jan. 20--Feb.

18) Love is like snowmo-

lOR ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES ONLY. PARENTAL GUIDANCE SUGGESTED.

biling across the northern polar cap at a great speed
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Biltini Dancers Wanted:
Great Daily Income!
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336-4747
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suite. Full-size kitchen w/dishwasher, utility room WID.
Gas heat, fireplace, air conditioner. Call for details. 336-

Classifieds

Employment
WORK AT HOME-$25-$75/hr. Work from home anywhere. Phone 801-323-7850.
.
HELP WANTED-Men/Women earn $480 weekly assembling circuit boards/electronic components at home.
Experience unnecessary, will train. Immediate openings your
local area. Call 1-520-680-7891 EXTC200.

1708 Must rent by Oct. 26.

Merchandise
Fundraising

FOR SALE-1988 Suzuki 450 Streetbike. $1,550. Call

FAST FUNDRAISER - Raise $500 in 5 Days - Greeks,
Groups, Clubs, Motivated individuals. Fast, Easy - No
Financial Obligation. (800) 862 - 1982 ext. 33.

HOLIDAY CASH-Phone recruiters. Part-time, temp.
Days/eves. 5.50/hr

Cameron 345-5885.
GMC VAN-1985 Safari Van. Great shape. No frills.
. $3500. 376-8099.

FREE T-SHIRT + $1000-Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities, sororities & groups. Any campus organization can
raise up to $1000 by earning a whopping $5.00NISA application. Call 1-800-932-0528 Ext. 65 Qualified callers receive

American Heart Association. 384-5066
ENVIRONMENTAL-awareness company looking for
ceo-savvy people to promote environmental consciousness
through responsible consumption. Contact Heather 463-7715.

FREE T-SHIRT
PLAN NOW FOR THE FALL-Great opportunity for
motivated and organized groups to cam $500+ promoting top
clients at your campus. Call Gina to get priority for the best
Fall dates. Call Gina at (BOO)592-2121 ext. 110

HOLIDAY EMPLOYMENT-Retail experience. Men's
clothing store downtown. Part-time. Call 333-0001
SPORTS MINDED-Competitive, motivated students. Low
on cash? Will work around school schedule. 322-0814.
WORK AT HOME-Earn $1000 weekly processing mail at
home. Send SASE to: Infoservices Box 792 Boise, Id, 83701

ROOMMATE WANTED-S.E. Boise near Greenbelt.
Own bathroom. $250/month plus 1/2 utilities. 336-2152.

FISH BOWL
by ERIC ELLIS

ONE WEEK FREE RENT-Two
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SHAKLEE- Sports Nutrition products have been
helping world class athletes all over the world go farther,
faster, higher. They can help you, too. Call today to learn
how you can enhance your athletic performance with
healthy, natural products. SHAKLEE: 362-3771

Student Services

Housing

ART STUDIO SPACE-For rent $60/month includes
utilities, 8x10 work area, and storage. 2216 Longmont
Call 336-9702.

Nutritional Products

NON-TRADITIONAL
STUDENT ORGANIZATION-is gelling back on track! Become a member and
find out what's goin' on. Call Eve Raezer@ 385-1583.
NON.1'RADSI NEED A MENTOR?-Someone
who
can help you cope? Call Eve Raezer @ The Office of
Student Special Services. 385-1583

bedroom 2 bath
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When was the last time that
'fun" and talk radio came
up in the same sentence'?
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Pictures Available
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Weekdays • 1 pm to 5 pm
onTaIk Radio 580KFXD
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